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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One or the most significant educational outcomes or the 
experience of the Nation in connection with various 
types or training programs during the war years has 
been the clearer realization of the important contri-
butions. which audio-visual aids can make to vitalizing 
instruction and racilitating the learning process. 
This realization should lead to a marked increase in 
the use or such aids and devices ror peacetime edu-
cational purposes in all of our schools and colleges 
in the years immediately ahead.l 
So states Dr. J'. W. Studebaker, Commissioner of the 
.I United State·s Office or .Education, and in parallel' Mr. 
- I Francis w. Noel, Director or Visual Instruction, State of 
California, says: 
Modern technology, made practical through 20th Century 
inventive genious, drastically affects our lives in 
many ways. "Education is no exception. War training 
experience has validated the belief of many educators 
that the proper selection and good utilization of 
audio-visual instructional aids do increase interest, 
accelerate learning, and give clearer concepts that 
are remembered longer. Economically, these aids justify their cost and the conclusion is inescapable--
no educational program can be successful in the future 
without providing ·ror the extensive and inte~sive 
use of audio-visual instructional materials. 
On December 7, 1941, the United States found itself in 
the midst of a great war, untrained and unprepared, facing 
nations that had been preparing for years. She was faced 
) with the greatest teaching problem any nation had ever con-
fronted--that of educating millions in a short space of time. 
1. Learning Unlimited, Bell and Howell, 1948 (Inside the 
Cover). 
2. Ibid. 
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The success with which she met the problem is known and re-
spected in every corner of the globe for we outfought and 
outsmarted the enemy at every turn. 
Audio-visual education played one of the most important 
roles in the solution of this great teaching problem, for 
with the training program developed by directors of visual 
education systems who were called into the service, the time 
required to accomplish the military education of our soldiers 
was reduced in unbelievable proportions and with greater 
results. 
The author, a teacher, had served with the army during 
four war years and was tremendously impressed with the new 
teaching methods employed by the ar.my. This was the writer's 
first real contact with audio-visual education, for although 
he had touched upon it in his teacher-training, he saw little 
or none of it in actual practice. He was impressed when he 
attended the Aircraft Identification School at Newport, 
Rhode Island, the Searchlight-Fighter Command School at 
Orlando, Florida, Officers Candidate School at Camp Davis, 
North Carolina, and The Infantry School at Fort Benning, 
Georgia. He was impressed with the films, the strips, the 
slides, the working models, the animations, the maps, the 
charts, the diagrams, the sandtables, the demonstrations, 
the streamlined methods of teaching, and countless other 
training aids employed by the armed services. He had never 
2 
seen such methods before. He was impressed, because he knew 
that all this was created by educators like himself. Where 
did they get all these ideas? Why hadn't he seen the likes 
of it before? The writer began to develop a feeling that 
Massachusetts must have beeri far behind in educational 
methods. However, like Dr. Studebaker and Commander Noel, 
he felt that all this would have significant reactions in 
postwar public education. 
Frankly, the author was a bit disappointed upon re-
turning to teaching, because his army impressions made him 
expect a revolution in the teaching profession; but he has 
now come to realize that such changes must be gradual. 
The problem, as I now see it, must be faced by each 
individual teacher in his or her own field. He must stream-
line his own program and gather the needed audio-visual aids 
in his own way, especially in systems that do not foster a 
visual-aids department. 
3 
· SOURCE OF TEE PROBLEM 
The closing statement in the introduction suggests the 
purpose of this study. It is up to each teacher to stream-
line his own program, and for that reason a service paper on 
curriculum construction was selected. 
Many teachers use courses of study in their respective 
fields as guides by which they teach, while others merely 
use textbooks, taking chapter by chapter. Others follow 
neither a course of study nor a textbook. 
It is the author's belief that all subjects taught 
should be guided by a carefully planned course of study, a 
course of study constructed by the teacher to suit his style 
of teaching and his needs, and one that will fit the situ-
ation. 
In our town, all teachers are required to write a course 
of study. Many teachers, including myself, use films and 
filmstrips but not wisely. Too many films are not appropriate 
and are not timely. For that reason the author feels that 
all courses of study should be revised so that audio-visual 
aids will be intergrated with them enabling a teacher to plan 
his visual-aid content well in advance of the teaching of a 
lesson. He will also know that the aid is right for the 
lesson. 
This paper, however, does not represent a revised course 
of study in driver education. It is being written as a guide 
4 
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by which the basic text, Man and the Motor Car, may be used 
--- -
to greater advantage. 
-
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BASIC TEXTS USED BY SOME OF THE STATES 
OFFERING A DRIVER~EDUCATION PROGRAM 
North This 
I Basic Texts Used N. J. Conn. Del. Mass. Ill. Penn. Texas Dakota Paper 
!Man and the MOtor Car, Albert 
w:-whitn8Y; Nation~ureau X X X X X X X X X 
of Casualty and Surety Under-
writers, 1 Park Ave., N. Y. 
Sportsmanlike Series 
I America~ Automobile Assn. X X X X X X 
Wash1ngton, D. c. 
Highway Safety Textbook 
keystone Automobile Club X X 
Philadelphia 
Youth At The Wheel 
John :7 Flaherty, 
X Philadelphia. 
J. B. Lippincott Co. 
1937 
- - · -
-
~ 
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SCOPE AND DELIMITATION 
This course of study is intended to serve as a guide ror 
teachers of a high school driver-education program. This is 
a new field which more and more towns and cities are incor-
porating into their high school curriculums. In most cases 
a teacher is selected from the existing staff who is probably 
unprepared to teach the subject and who will be forced to 
consume valuable time not only in searching through material 
but in finding material in which to search and in evaluating 
that material to see if it can be used. 
This guide need not be used in its entirety. Whether 
the curriculum offers driver education as a full-time subject 
including both the classroom work and the dual-control car 
or a part-time course without the car, certain chapters or 
' parts of chapters may be omitted to fit the time allotted 
I 
I' 
tor the course. 
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF DRIVER EDUCATION 
Since this is primarily a guide in the teaching of driver 
education and that audio-visual aids are merely new tools in 
accomplishing the task more successfully, it is well to point 
out here some of the chief aims and objectives of driver edu-
cation • . 
The publication, Highway Safety, points out the followmg 
goals of driver education: 
1. To instill in all students a group consciousness 
of safety in its seYeral phases and a clear under-
standing of its full significance to the group as 
well as to individuals. 
2. To enlist the students in a cooperative effort to 
reduce the accident rate of the age group to which 
they belong. 
3. To give the student a working knowledge of the 
rules and regulations of the Motor Vehicle Depart-
ment. 
4. To impress the student with the necessity for and 
the reasonableness of the motor vehicle laws. 
5. To instill respect for law enforcement and for the 
officers, agents, and courts responsible for en-
forcement. 
6. To foster courtesy in the cooperative enterprise 
of motor vehicle operation. 
7. To list and explain the causes of accidents, and, 
at the same time, to reveal the preventive 
measures applicable to each. 
8. To interpret the skills of sa~e driving, and to 
provide opportunities for acquiring them through 
practice. 
9. To encourage the student to persist in his effort 
to acquire sound habits of thought and action in 
relation to driving. 
10. To qualify the studentto pass the required tests 
and examination to receive a state driver's 
license. 
11·. To establish the realization that the driver's 
greatest problem is the technique of the other 
fellow. 
12. To create opportunities for the student to be-
come familiar with the parts or an automobile 
and their maintenance. 
13. To explain the values or sound, physical, 
mental, and emotional qualities in the driver 
and the hazards created by defects and con-
ditions of ill-health. 
14. To achieve a degree or success that will attract 
the attention or adult drivers, as well as set 
them an example. 
15. To demonstrate both the good and the bad habits 
of pedestrians. 
16. To explain the attitude a driver should have 
while driving in another state and the pre-
cautions he should adopt.l 
1. HigAway Safety, Department of Public Instruction and 
Department of~tor Vehicles, Trenton, N. J. p. 12. 
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A COMPARISON OF OBJECTIVES LISTED BY SOME OF THE STATES 
I OFFERING DRIVER-EDUCATION COURSES 
I 
I 
i 
' Nat. North The abbreviated objectives listed below are I 
from the New Jersey Course of Study pre- Conn. Del. Miss. Ill. Pa. Tex. Cons. Dakota 
viously listed in this chapter. Bur. 
I 
! 1. To instill group consciousness of X X X X X X X 
I 
I safety. 
2. To enlist students in a cooperative I 
effort to reduce the accident rate of X X X 
the age group to which they belo~. !2; 
). To give students a working knowledge 0 
I of traffic laws and regulations. X X X X X !2; 
4. To impress students with the necessity ttJ 
of motor vehicle laws • 
. 
5. To instill respect for law amercement. X X X X 
6. To foster courtesy and cooperation. X X X X X X t-t 
7.. To list and explain causes of aooidents X H 
8. To develop the skills of safe driving. X X X X X X X CJ) 
9. To develop sound habits of thought and t-:1 
and action in relation to driving. X X X X X X X 1?;1 
10. To %ualify students to .:pass the required t:i 
tes s. X X X X X X X 
1-~. '-!-'O estab.Ll.sh ~he real~zat~on th-at the 
II 
driver's ~reatest problem is the tech-
nique of he other fellow. 
i 12. To familiarize students with the parts X X X 
i of an automobile and their maintenance. 
:·-·), 
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A COMPARISON OF OBJECTIVES LISTED BY S011E OF THE STATES 
OFFERING DRIVER-EDUCATION COURSES 
(Continued) 
The abbreviated objectives listed below are Nat. North 
from the New Jersey Course of Study pre- Conn. Del. Miss. Ill. Pa.. Tex. Cons. Dakota 
viously listed in this chapter. Bur. 
13. To explain the values of sound 
physical, mental, and emotional X X X X 
qualities. 2: ~ 
L"i.. 
14. To achieve a degree of success I 
that will set adults an example. t"i 
H 
15. To demonstrate both good and bad X X X ~ habits of pedestrians. t::1 
16. To explain attitudes a driver should 
have out of the state. . ' 
~-~""' 
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V.AL'liES OF AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS 
The question, "Why do my pupils forget so much of what I 
1try to teach them?"l has perplexed tea.chers for some time. 
I 
"Edgar Dale suggests three reasons why we forget what we 
Il l earn in school: 
11 1. We forget when what we are to learn does not 
2. 
seem important to us, either because it lacks 
importance in itself or because we fail to 
see any apparent relationship between this 
new piece of information and things that we 
already know. 
We forget when we do not see clearly what it 
is that we are supposed to be learning or 
when we are not properly shown how to use 
this new item. 
We forget when we do not make use of what we 
have been asked to learn in our daily living.2 
Proper motivation, clearer goals, and putting to use what 
i 
1 we learn, the~ is what is needed to give us effective teaching. 
We must give a meaning to the written and spoken word, and 
audio-visual education is the new tool which. will provide the· 
irich learning experiences which we seek. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
It is pointed out in the Encyclopedia of Educational ~-
search that, "We do have research evidence of the values of 
audio-visual materials used to support, among others, the 
following claims: 
I 
I 
II 
,, 
/ 
! ( 
1. 
1. They supply a concrete basis for conceptual 
thinking and hence reduce verbalistic re-
sponse of students. 
2. They have a high degree of interest to 
students. 
3. They supply the necessary basis for develop-
mental learning and hence make learning more 
permanent. 
4. They offer a reality of experience which 
stimulates self-activity on the part of pupils. 
5. They develop a continuity of thought; this is 
especially true of motion pictures. 
6. They contribute to growth of meaning and 
hence to vocabulary development. 
7. They provide experiences not easily secured 
in other materials, and hence they contribute 
to the depth and variety of learning."! 
Monroe, Walter s., Ed., Enc~lopedia of Educational Re-
search, .Visual Education, D e, Edgar-;-and Hoban, Charles 
F., 1r., The Macmillan Company, New York, 1941, p. 1323. 
CHAPTER II 
Unit I - Social and Economic Importance of the Automobile 
Objectives: 
1. To stimulate an interest in the program. 
2. To develop a background for the course. 
3. To develop an appreciation of the pioneering efforts 
of automotive engineers. 
4. To trace the automobile from its infancy to the 
present. 
5. To develop an appreciation of the extent of our 
dependence upon the motor car today and of the 
social and economic effect of the automobile upon 
the lives of all of us. 
Basic Text: ~ !!!! the Motor ~' pp. 1-19. 
Outline of study. 
I. Content. 
A. Administration of the Siebrecht Attitude Scale. 
1. Administer this test before the course begins 
and after the course ends. 
2. This scale is designed to measure attitude 
toward the safe driving of the automobile, 
and since this course is designed primarily 
to develop proper driving attitudes, the 
degree of success can reasonably be measured. 
The scale measures attitudes toward the 
14 I . 
following factors thought to be 
safe driving. 
important ~i  
a. Passing on curves and hills. 
b. Driving as a privilege. 
c. Enforcement of traffic regulations. 
d. Condition of the automobile. 
e. Responsibility. 
f. Speeding. 
g. Cooperation. 
h. Examinations for drivers' licenses. 
i. Violations. 
j. Condition of drivers. 
k. Courtesy, concern. 
1. Knowledge and skills. 
3. Source of Siebrecht Attitude Scale - 4. 
B. Introduction. 
Film - "Teach Them To Drive" - Source 2. 
1. Content: This film emphasizes the need for 
training high school youth to drive by por-
traying the efforts of two parents to pro-
mote community driver education after disaster 
had stricken their family. 
2. Objectives of the film. 
a. Motivation--to stimulate an interest in 
the program. 
b. To show a need for driver education. 
c. Text Outline--History. 
1. ~arly modes of travel. 
a. Travel by foot. 
b. Animal travel. 
c. The drag and sledge. 
d. The sled. 
e. Rollers. 
f. Early wheels. 
Audio-Visual Aids for ~ Above Text Outline 
1. Pictures - to be used with the Opaque Projector or on 
bulletin board display. 
1. Carrying the pack. 
Shows a caveman carrying a load on 
his back. 
2. Beasts of burden. 
Shows donkeys carrying loads. 
3. The dog team from the Arctic. 
Shows an Eskimo dog team pulling a 
load. 
4. Animal travel of the Colonial days. 
Riding the back of an oxen. 
5. Sledge. 
Shows a horse pulling a sledge (a sled 
without runners) over a field of snow. 
Source 
39 
39 
23 
35 
39 
Page of 
Source 
7251 
7251 
218 
5 
7251 
16 
I! 
6. Ox cart. 
Shows two oxen pulling a crude cart 
· with solid wooden wheels. 
Source Page of 
39 
87~~fe I 
?. Thus they moved the great stones. 23 
Shows early Egyptians moving great 
stones over wood log rollers to 
build the great pyramids. 
8. Ancient Egyptian wheel. 29 
Shows a crude wheel with spokes. 
2. Exhibit #1. 
a. Purpose--to summarize and fix in the minds of the 
students the activities that have been completed. 
33 
2 
b. Project assignment: This activity is assigned as a 
class project to be set up just as the class work nears 
com~letion. This work may then be used as an approach 
and motivation for succeeding classes who will embark 
upon the same unit. 
c. Content. 
1. Equipment - bulletin board and table top. 
2. Materials -wood, glue, nails, string, pasteboard, 
poster paints, colored pencils, scotch tape, pic-
tures, and thumb tacks. 
3. Objects to be displayed. 
a. Pictures - students will bring in pictures they 
searched for similar to those S'hown them and re-
lating to the work covered. These will be tacked 
1'1 
! 
I 
-I 
I 
I 
b. 
on bulletin board behind display table. 
Models (To be made by students as outside 
1. The drag or sledge. 
The drag can be made by copying the picture 
mentioned above, or the sketch below. Cigar 
boxes, brads, glue, and string are the only 
materials needed. 
2. Sled. 
Find pictures of Eskimo sleds to copy, or 
use sketch below. The same materials that 
were used for the drag can be used for the 
sled. 
3. Early wheels. 
a. Solid wood - roughly out a 6-inch circle 
of wood, and drill a small hole in the 
II 
/! 
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j 
sible, and give it an antique appearance by 
rubbing with Burnt Umber. 
b. Spoke wheel - roughly out a 6-inoh circle 
out of wood as above, and jig saw areas out 
of it leaving a hub and spokes. Finish as 
above. 
4. Early ox carts. 
Use thin wood (cigar box), 3/4" pine for 
wheels, brads, glue, and string. 
5. Moving heavy stones on log rollers. 
Rollers - out 3/8" dowels 6" long, or cut 
twigs that are fairly round. 
Stones - out solid blocks of wood 1~" high, 
2~" wide, and 4" long. 
pyramid building - make several of these 
"stones", and pa:'tially assemble a pyramid 
with them. Show the rollers and stones 
leading to the pyramid. 
o. Cutouts, or figurines. 
1. Early foot carry - three suggestions. 
a. For students with no art ability--out out 
[I 
! 
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I 
I 
'I 
pictures o~ primitive people carrying 
packs ~rom National Geographic Magazine; 
paste on pasteboard, and cut again so that 
just the person and pack are le~t. Prop 
it up on a piece o~ wood so that it will 
stand. 
b. For students with drawing ability--draw 
on cardboard primitive people carrying 
packs, out out, and stand up as above. 
o. For students with modeling ability--~rom 
pictures, model in clay an example o~ pack 
travel, brush on several coats o~ liquid 
rubber, and allow rubber to harden. Re-
move this rubber mold ~rom the clay, dust 
the inside with talcum powder, and pour 
into it a creamy mixture o~ plaster o~ 
paris and water. Allow plaster to harden 
and remove the rubber mold. Apply poster 
paints or enamel and ~inish with a coat o~ 
shellac. 
d. This exhibit should be maintained through-
out the entire course in driver education 
to which other exhibits will be added ~rom 
succeeding units until a good-sized museum 
will be achieved at the completion of the 
course. 
I 
'I 
Filmstrips - "Wheels, Animals, and Men" -Source 28. 
a. Objectives: 
1. Tb show the importance of the invention of the 
wheel. " 
2. To show vehicular travel where machines are not 
common. 
3. To show why sleds, sledges, and animal carry are 
still used in certain parts of the world where 
wheeled vehicles will not travel. 
b. Content. 
The strip goes back to ancient days when heavy loads 
were moved on log rollers. It shows solid wooden 
wheels and how wood was removed from certain parts of 
this solid wheel leaving spokes to make the wheel 
lighter. It portrays animal travel, both ancient and 
present day, and pack carrying by humans in uncivilized 
parts of the world. 
(Text Outline Continued) 
2. ·Early American transportation. 
a. Covered wagon. 
b. Pony express. 
c. Stage coach. 
d. Horse and buggy. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline ~~~~~~ ---- ------- ~~~ 
1. Pictures - to be used with the Opaque Projector or on 
_bulletin board display. 
I 
I 
II 
0.' ·lS (.., ' 
a. Ox-drawn covered wagon. 
Depicts an early American family 
in an ox-drawn wagon. 
b. Covered wagon train. 
An early American family crossing 
the American continent in a horse-
drawn covered wagon. 
c. Pony express rider. 
Shows a pony express rider leaving 
his station. 
d. Buffalo Bill Cody at the dedication 
of the Pony Express Monument. 
e. Stage coach. 
Shows a stage coach traveling an 
early dirt road. 
Source 
37 
23 
37 
37 
35 
Page of 
Source 
2 
181 
ooyer 
6 
5 
f. Abraham Bower's buggy, "Accommodation." 2 
This a picture of an 1827 buggy. 
g. Abraham Bower's, "Sociable." 
A buggy built by Bower in 1829. 
h. · Horse and buggy ride on Sunday. 
Illustrates common Sunday travel 
in the 19th century. 
2. Exhibit #2. 
.22 
22 3 
35 16 
a. Purpose - to continue stimulating an interest in the 
progress of transportation and to fix in the minds 
of the students the modes of early American travel. 
I 
I 
I 
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b. Project assignment - this activity is a continuation 
of Exhibit #1 and conducted in the same manner ex-
cept a sand table is preferred. 
c. Content. 
1. Equipment - Bulletin board and sand table. 
2. Material s needed: Cigar boxes, wood, glue, brads, 
nails, dowels, canvas ;: or cloth, pasteboard, poster 
paints or water colors, pictures, clay, plaster of 
paris, liquid rubber, shellac, twigs, stones, etc. 
J. Scenes to be depicted: 
a. Covered wagons crossing the country. 
b. Pony express. 
c. Stage coach .travel. 
d. Horse and buggy. 
e. Indian travel. 
f. Animal travel. 
4· Source of models. 
a. Tbys from department stores. 
b. Constructed by students. 
c. Cardboard cutouts substituted. 
5. Construction of the models. 
a. Covered wagon: Using a cigar box as the wagon, 
place axles and wooden wheels under it and make 
hoops of wire over it, over which stretch canvas .:: 
or cloth. 
23 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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b. Pony express - Use any one of the three methods 
described under ~arly Foot Carry" in Exhibit 
#1. 
c. Stage coach travel. 
(1) Cardboard cutout - follow directions under 
nEarly Foot Carry". 
(2) Construct one of thin wood such as that used 
on cigar boxes. Draw the outlines of the 
front and rear and the two sides from pic-
tures, trace on thin wood, cut out with a 
small coping saw, and assemble with glue and 
brads. Paint and decorate the stage coach to 
suit. 
d. Horse and buggy. 
(1) Construct the horse according to one of the 
three methods used under "Early Foot Carry". 
(2) Construct the buggy in the same manner as the 
stage coach using a picture of an early buggy 
as a guide. 
e. Indian travel and animal travel - use same 
directions as for "Early Foot Carry". 
6. Construction of sand table terrain. 
i 
I 
·I I, 
I 
I 
a. 
b. 
c. 
II 
II 
·I 
II 
Rough sketch the terrain on paper showing roads , II 
hills, rivers, etc., then when it is as wanted, 
enlarge it to actual size of the sand table. 
Topographic features. 
Hills, valleys, rivers, etc., can be formed by 
molding sand, molding clay, or plaster of paris. 
Buildings, bridges, etc. 
Construct of thin wood, cardboard, wet molding 
sand or clay. 
i 
I 
d. Woods, vegetation, etc. 
Use clumps of wet sand colored with powdered 
chalk, clay, or construct of scrap materials such 
as cardboard, rough wood shaped with a knife, 
twisting wire to form tree trunks, or using steel l 
wool for foliage. These can be sprayed with 
shellac, covered with sawdust and then sprayed 
with green paint. 
e. Water 
Cover the areas with a mirror glass, or cello-
phane, or paint the areas blue. 
(Text Outline Continued) 
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d. 
e. 
f. 
Audio-Visual 
The use of a kerosene vapor and air 
mixture in a cylinder by Daimler in 
1886. 
First motor automobile by Benz in 1886. I 
Levassor introduces a clutch and sliding~~ 
gear transmission. 
Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Pictures - to be used with the Opaque Projector or on 
2. 
bulletin board display. 
a. Cugnot's Artillery Tractor, 1769. 
The picture shows a wooden frame on 
three wheels (no body} with a large 
steam producing boiler in the front. 
b. Cugnot's steam tractor. 
Same as above. 
c. Oliver Evan's amphibian driven in 
Philadelphia in 1805. 
A weird-looking vehicle gesigned to 
travel on both land and water. 
Models and specimens. 
Source 
29 
32 
29 
Page of 
Source 
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a. Model of a cylinder with piston, valves, and spark 
plug. 
1. I Purpose - to show the cycle, composed of four stroke, r 
that each of the cylinders in a car performs. 
2. Construction. 
I 
I 
I 
I-
I 
II 
II 
II 
" I 
II 
I 
Form a hollow cylinder 4" in diameter and 8" tall I 
with a piece o:f Plexiglass or sui table substitute. II 
Cut a disc of the same material to fit one end of the 1j 
II 
cylinder. Before cementing it on, drill a 1/2" hole lj 
*=-
in the center o:f it and an inch hole on one side and 11 
another on the opposite side. The Plexiglass must be I 
transparent. I 
The plston is made by cutting a disc of 3/4" pine. ! 
I 
The diameter should be altered so that this disc ,can 11 
slide within the cylinder. Drill a 1/2" hole in the 
1
1 
center and glue a dowel into it flush with one end. 
Valves on the two 1" holes may be anything; two 
coins large enough to cover the holes will do, or 
I 
I 
two pieces of wood. i 
A piece of 1/2" dowel 2" long will do nicely as a I 
spark plug. 
3. Operation of the unit. 
a. Intake stroke. (Piston moves downward) 
'When starting this stroke, the piston should be 
all the way in the cylinder. Remove one of the 
covers from an inch hole labelled intake valve, 
II 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
and pull piston downward. Explain that this down-
ward stroke causes gas vapor to be drawn in 
through the intake valve. vVhen the piston is at 
its lowest point, close the valve by hand ex-
plaining that this would actually work automati-
cally. 
b. Compression stroke. (Piston moves upward) 
When the piston has reached its lowest point, 
and the chamber above has been filled with gas 
vapor, both valves being closed, the piston begins 
to move upward again compressing the vapor into a 
\ 
small area. 
c. Power stroke. (Piston moves downward) 
When the piston has reached its uppermost point, 
the spark plug throws a spark igniting the gases 
and causing a great expansion. This forces the 
piston down again. 
d. Exhaust stroke. (Piston moves upward) 
As the power stroke is completed, the exhaust 
valve opens. (Open the other hole by hand.} The 
piston then moves up again forcing the burnt gases 
out the exhaust valve. T.his completes the rour-
stroke cycle. 
b. Model or a clutch. 
1. Purpose - to show that this a non-mechanical 
connection between the engine and the rear wheels. 
To show that disengaging the clutch allows us to 
shift gears. 
2. Construction of the model. 
Cut two discs 6" in diameter from 3/4" pine and drill 
a 3/4" hole in the center of each. 
Make two 2" x 2" posts, 5" tall, drilling a 3/4" hole 
through each of them an inch down from the top. 
Cut a base of pine or plywood 1'' x 8" x 12". 
Cut two pieces of 3/4" doweling - one 5" long and the 
other 10" long. 
Make a simple crank and assemble the unit as shown in 
the sketch below. 
3. Operation of the unit. 
One disc (the driving member of the clutch)· is con-
nected to the crank which represents the engine. 
Keep turni ng the crank by hand showing that the 
driving member will always be turning as long as the 
engine is running. Now slide the other disc (the 
driven member) until it makes contact with the first 
disc. When contact is made, the second disc will 
turn with the first one causing the flow of power 
to go on to the rear wheels. This model will also 
serve to illustrate that .this is a friction con-
nection and not a mechanical one (gears) between the 
engine and rear wheels. 
4. Diagrams - Sketch of the four-s~ke 
cycle. 
This sketch showing the four strokes 
of each cylinder as explained above, 
should be enlarged on the board and 
used in conjunction with the working 
model. Opaque projection will not 
do since the room will be too dark 
for the model. The projector oan be 
used, however, to aid in enlarging 
the sketch before class time. 
5. Filmstrip - "The Four Stroke Internal 
Combustion Engine," Part I. 
This filmstrip illustrates the same 
cycle in more detail. 
Page of 
Source Source 
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(Text Outline Continued) 
4. American progress. 
a. First gasoline automobile in the 
United States by Charles Duryea. 
(1} May' 1893. 
(2) Springfield, Massachusetts. 
b. Race between Duryea's car and that of 
Elwood Haynes in 1893. 
c. Duryea defeats European cars in 1899. 
d. In 1899 Ranson E. Olds builds a plant. 
e. Ford Motor Company in 1903. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
Page of 
Source Source 
1. Filmstrip - "Engine, Rails, and Roads." 28 
a. Objectives: To show the development of 
the auto from its beginning. 
b. Content: This strip portrays the 
development of both the car and rail-
road engines. Use only the second 
half which begins with Charles Duryea 
and Henry Ford and takes us to the 
present showing typical cars in 1892, 
1902, 1915, 1923, and modern cars. 
2. Pictures for Opaque Projection. 
a. Daimler's carriage, 1887. 32 5 
Gottlieb Daimler of Germany installs 
a one-cylinder engine in a carriage 
and drives it over the mads. 
b. Duryea's first motor road wagon, 1893. 
Duryea built the first u. s. motor 
vehicle in Springfield, Massachusetts 
and defeated European oars in a race 
in 1899. 
c. Elwood Haynes in his first oar, 1893. 
Haynes was the second of the big four 
in American auto pioneering. He was 
defeated in a race with Duryea in 1893. 
d. R. E. Olds' first horseless carriage, 
1887. 
Olds was another of the big four who 
used the deRoohas four-stroke cycle in 
his carriage. 
e. R. E. Olds builds factory in Detroit, 
Michigan, in 1899. 
Olds, overruled by his directors, is 
forced to build expensive oars. 
f. 1904 Oldsmobile. 
The 1904 Olds was called "The Curved 
Dash Runabout" because of the way the 
front of the carriage curved over the 
Page of 
Source Source 
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32 6 
29 33 
29 35 
32 8 
foot space. 
g. Henry Ford in his first car, 1902. 
Ford also used the deRochas cycle. 
He became the father of mass pro-
duction of low-priced cars. The Ford 
Company was organized in 1903. 
h. Model-T Ford. 
The Model-T Ford was the car without 
a gear shift. It lasted until 1928 
when Ford introduced his gear shift. 
Films. 
a. "Horse Sense vs. Horse Power." 
1. Content - This film opens with 
amusing scenes of driving in the 
early days of the horseless car-
riage. An aecident is caused by 
the thoughtlessness of two drivers, 
and the whole film is handled in a 
humorous fashion. 
2. Objective - to develop a background 
for the course and to fix in the 
minds of the students early develop-
ments of the automobile. 
b. ''Lest We Forget." 
1. Content - This film traces the auto 
from the first automobile shown in 
Source 
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32 
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New York in 1900 to recent times. 
li 
II 
I 
li 
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It portrays the days of the "dusters" 
and goggles, the cars that were as 
temperamental as prima donnas, cars 
with side cranks, and no windshields. 
2. Objectives: 
a. To trace the automobile from its 
infancy to the present. 
b. To develop an appreciation of the 
pioneering efforts of automotive 
engineers. 
TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED 
D. Effects of the automobile in our mode of 
living. 
1. Advantages. 
a. Travel opportunity. 
b. Transportation to and from work. 
c. Errands. 
d. Business. 
e. Fire, police, and ambulance service. 
f. Trade expansion. 
g. Development of suburban districts. 
2. 'Disadvantages. 
a. High accident rate. 
b. New tool for criminals. 
c. Migration of individuals. 
i 
I 
1. 
I' 
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r AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS FOR THE· ABOVE TEXT OUTLINE 1. Films. 
a. "Development of Transportation." 
1. Content - This film shows the develop-
ment of transportation and its effect 
on our way of life during the past 150 
years. 
2. Objectives - To develop an appreciation 
of the extent of our dependence upon the 
automobile today and of the social and 
economic effect of the automobile upon 
the lives of all of us. 
To illustrate and review the work 
covered in Unit I. 
b. "Singing vTh.eels." 
1. Content - This motion picture portrays 
the development of a new system of trans-
portation during the past fifty years. 
2. Objectives - Same as above. 
Source 
6 
33 
2. Filmstrip - "Death Takes No Holiday." 24 
1. Content - ~his filmstrip deals with groups 
and individuals working to make the tref'f'ic 
safety movement effective. It shows the 
importance of proper driving skills and 
attitudes and the effect the growing num-
ber of vehicles is having on our lives. 
2. Objective- To show the . effect that the 
ever-increasing number of cars is having 
on our mode of living and why we must 
continue to become even more cautious. I 
Source Page or Graphs for Opaque Projection and discussion. Source 
a. Growth of the auto in the u. s. 
Shows the number of cars in the u. s. 
every five years from 1895 to 1945. 
b. Growth of automobile horsepower. 
Shows the increase of the horsepower of 
cars from 1910 to 1945. 
c. Distance covered in one hour. 
Shows the distances that are traveled 
in one hour by the several methods of 
travel. 
Walking---------------4 miles. 
Buggy~~~-------------12 
Boat-----------------18 
Train----------------40 
car------------------50 
Plane---------------140 
d. Crossing our country. 
tt 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Shows the increase in the speed of 
travel during the past 75 years. 
75 years ago it took 28 days. 
60 It " " " 7 
2a 1 
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II. 
30 years ago it took 5 days. 
10 
" " " " 4 tt 
Today it takes less than 1 day. 
Suggested Activities. 
1. Prepare a bar graph showing the increase in the number 
of motor vehicles, miles driven, and number of aoci-
dents in our town during the past, twenty years. 
2. Submit pictures found in magazines to show progress in 
the development of the automobile and transportation. 
3. Prepare a list of advantages which the automobile has 
brought to your community. 
4. Search for statistics on: 
a. Number of ears in the United States. 
b. Number of cars manufactured annually in the u. S. 
c. Ratio of passenger cars to trucks. 
d. Number of taxicabs . 
e. Number of buses. 
f. Per cent of u. s. cars going to other parts of the 
world. 
5. Find statistics on the following: 
a. Amount of gas and oil sold annually. 
b. Number of persons engaged in the auto industry. 
c. Amount of taxes paid on motor vehicles. 
d. Miles of road built. 
e. Invested capital in the automotive industry. 
II 
I 
I 
II 
III. 
1. 
2. 
6. 
8. 
Additional References. 
American Automobile Association, Society's Responsi-
bilities, v'la.shington, D. C. 
American Automobile Association, The Driver, Washing-
ton, D. c. 
Fisher Body Craftsman Guild, An Outline of History of 
Transportation, Detroit, Michigan. 
Geddes, Norman Bel, Horizons, Little, Brown and Company. 
General Motors Corporation, The Automobile Ancestry, 
Tran~ortation Progress, Chemistry ~ Wheels, Modes 
·!B£ tors, Detroit, Michigan. 
Gibson, c. R., The Motor Car and Its History,~. B. 
Lippincott and Company, Philadelpiiia, Penna., 1927. 
Muller, c. G. , How Thyy Carry The Goods, Sears Pub-
lishing Company:-N'ew ork, N"ew-rork. 
.National Automobile Chamber of Commerce, Facts and 
Figures of the Automobile Industry, New York, New-york. 
Reck, Franklin M., Automobiles From Start to Finish, 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York, 1935.-
II UNIT II. THE DRIVER--PHYS I CAL , IvENTAL , AND EMOTIONAL Q,U.ALITIES 
1
1 
I 
I 
I Objectives: 
1 1. To provide opportunities for students to discover 
their own limitations in respect to physical, mental, 
and emotional f actors in driving. 
2. To develop proper attitudes in respect to physical, 
mental, and emotional actions in the automobile. 
3. To show how to comp ensate or correct deficiencies 
which affect driving. 
Basic Text: 11/lan and the Motor Car, pp. 20-45. 
I Outline of study. 
1 
I. Content. 
11 A . .. :t:::::t~::· combination of the car and a driver to 
~ake an accident. ttl The driver is the "brains" of the 
combination, and for tha t r eason upon him lies the 
responsibility. Too many drivers are not aware of the 
what they are and knows how to correct or compensate 
1. Vfui tney, Albert W., Man and the Motor Car, The Association 
of Casualty and Surety Compani es, 1941, p. 20. 
====I r 
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for them, he can greatly reduce the possibilities of 
accidents . 
Text Outline 
B. Physical defects. 
1. Non-disease groQp . 
a. Fatigue. 
(1) Reaction time of the driver is decreased. 
(2) VisQal acuity is diminished . 
(3) His reasoning powers are lowered. 
{4) His control is unsteady. 
b. Colds and headaches. 
{1) Temporary disturbances. 
(2) His reaction time, visual acuity, reason-
ing powers, and control are affected. 
c. Alcoholism. 
(1) Reasoning powers are lowered. 
(2) Control becomes unsteady. 
(3) Reaction time is greatly increased. 
(4) Vision becomes hazy. 
(5) Attitude becomes indifferent. 
2. Chronic disease group. 
a. Epilepsy. 
b. Major heart diseases. 
c. Severe diabetes. 
3. General health in relation to driving . 
a. Fatigue--pull off the road and rest. 
b. Colds and headaches--reduce speed and be ever 
c.autious. 
c. Alcoholism--do not drive at all. 
d. Chronic diseases--do not drive at all. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
------ Source Page 
1. Film: "And Sudden Death." 10 
1. This film emphasizes the dangers of 
drunken driving. 
2. Objective: to emphasize the fact that 
drinking and driving do not mi x . 
2. Comic strip: nnon' t Be a ·weary Willi-e!' 
Shows the effect fatigue has on one's 
reaction. 
3. Cartoon: "Joe Glow.tt 
Joe , Glow, the intoxicated driver, creates 
a havoc up and down the street. This 
cartoon is one of Hatlo's, "They'll Do It 
Every Time". 
{Text Outline Continued ) 
4. Vision. 
lla 
36b 
a. Tunnel or angle of vision. (Normal--140°} 
(1) The inability to see broadly. 
(2) Cannot be corrected by glasses. 
(3) Compensations for poor tunnel vision. 
(a} Develop a habit of looking from side 
to side. 
7 
25 
II '1 
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(b) Take extra care at: 
1. Intersections. 
2. Passing driveways. 
3. Meeting traffic. 
(c) Use rear view and side mirrors more often. 
b. Tiepth perception. 
(1) The ability to judge relative distances 
of objects. 
(2) Correction--learn to judge distances of 
objects by their size. 
(J) Compensation--never pass cars until the 
road ahead is clear. 
c. Sensitivity to glare. 
(1) Temporary blindness caused by the lights 
of oncoming cars. 
(2) Persons will vary in ability to see 
clearly a gainst strong lights • . 
{J) Correction--wear tinted glasses in the 
daytime to rest the eyes. 
(4) Compensation--reduce to a safer speed. 
d. Color blindness. 
(1) Inability to differentiate between colors. 
(2) Not corrected by glasses. 
(J) Compensation--memorize the position of 
traffic lights. Develop other techniques. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Driver testing devices. Source 
Purchase------2, 31 
Loa:n----------2, 31 
Plans for-----2, 24 
The following testing devices are machines to test the 
above-mentioned physical qualities of drivers or those about 
to drive. The machines, purchased or borrowed from the A. A. 
A., are precision machines which will measure to fractions of 
a second, but the writer uses school-made devices constructed 
from plans obtained from the National Conservation Bureau 
(Source 2#- ) . 
a. Tunnel vision testing machine. 
(1) Objective: To show the limitation of one's vision 
to the side while looking s traigb.t ahead. 
(2) Operation: The person to be tested places his 
nose in · the notch and fixes his eyes on a white 
dot straight ahead. He then closes one eye while 
the other is fixed straight ahead. The slide on 
the side of his open eye is then moved slowly 
toward the center until he can see it. Read the 
figure at this point. This is his angle of vision 
for that eye. Repeat this procedure for the other 
eye. Combine these two readings for his total 
angle of vision. Average is 140°. 
ll 3" 
':t. 
b. Depth perception. 
(1) Objective: To show a need for the ability to 
judge depth and its rela tion to automobile driving. 
This ability is especially important in passing 
cars and in parking in s mall areas. 
(2) Operation: Place the machine on a table twenty 
feet from the person being examined. The machine 
has one fixed rod a.nd one sliding rod. The object 
is to move the sliding rod until it is aligned 
with the fixed ro-d ~. · ·Th.e · examinee holds two 
strings, one moving the rod away from him and the 
other toward him. He stops when he thinks he has 
the rods lined up. Allow each student to try it 
five times for a more accurate average. Normal 
will be an inch away from the fixed rod. 
rod . 
c. Sensitivity to glare. 
(1) Objective: To develop an appreciation of the 
effects of glare from oncoming cars in night 
driving. 
(2} Operation: The machine consists of a box with a 
peephole. Inside the box are two lights, one very 
dim and one very bright, and a block of wood which 
can be turned from the outside. On each side of 
the block are groups of letters, only one group 
facing the examinee at a time. The examinee stares 
at one group of letters with the bright light on 
for about thirty seconds. The bright light is then 
turned off, leaving the dim light on. At the same 
time, the block is turned so that a new set of 
letters face him. Record the time it takes him to 
read the letters from the time the bright light 
went off. The average va ries with each machine 
since the size of the box, the size of the letters, 
and bulbs will differ. Strike your own average 
by examining a nu111ber of people. 
d. Color blindness. 
(1) Objective: To discover wh ether or not any of the 
students are color blind. 
( 2 ) Te s t ing . 
(a) Ishihira Color Tes t: This is a booklet com-
posed of pages containing a variety of color 
combinations . On each page is a number nmde 
up of spots of one color against a background 
made up of spots of another color. The ex-
aminee is to name the number on each page. 
(b) A simple test as given by our state examiners 
is to merely show the student pieces of paper, 
tags, or yarn of a variety of colors. 
(Text Outline Continu ed) 
5. Reaction time and braking distance. 
a. Definition. Reaction time is the time which 
elapses between the i nstant the eye sees an 
object and the instant muscles begin to react. 
b. Normal reaction time i s three quarters of a 
second. 
c. Stopping a car depends on three factors. 
(1) Reaction time. 
(2) Speed. 
(3) Condition of the brakes. 
d. Stopping distance is composed of: 
(1) Reaction distance. 
{2) Braking distance. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Graphs and charts. Source 1 
a. Slider chart on reaction time. An envelope type or 
chart with a sliding tongue which is set at a selected 
speed and three slots in the envelope give the rollow-
ing inrormation: 
(1) Slot #1--gives reaction distance ror each individual 
reaction time rrom one quarter to one second. 
{2) Slot #2--gives the braking distance for the given 
speed. 
{3) Slot #3--gives the combined reaction and braking 
distance. 
(4} Using the aid. 
(a) Objective: to emphasize that a car will not 
"stop on a dime. n 
(b) Example: set sliding tongue at 60 m.p.h. and 
read the following: 
1. Average reaction distance----66 feet. 
2. Average braking distance----171 feet. 
3. Total stopping distance-----237 feet. 
a. Inference--At 60 m.p.h. , then, the car will 
travel 237 feet berore coming to a stop 
from the time the driver first saw the 
situation ahead. 
b. Proof. 
1. Proving that the reaction distance of 
66 feet is correct. 
At 60 m.p.h., a car travels 316,800 feet 
in an hour. Divide this by 3, 600 sincE 
there are 3p00 seconds in an hour, and 
the answer will be 88, meaning the car 
travels 88 feet per second. Since the 
average reaction time is three-
quarters second (found by testing 
students in reaction machines), then 
three quarters of 88 is 66 feet. 
2. Proving braldng distance of 171 feet. 
Since brald.ng distance depends on the 
condition of the brakes, the results 
will not be exactly 171 but will be in 
the vicinity of it. The test may be 
made by simply measuring distances on 
road tests, but very accurate measure-
ments are made with the use of a De-
tonator. A Detonator (Source 2) is a 
simple mechanical device which operates 
like a double barrel gun. It is 
attached to the front bt.mlper and when 
the desired speed is reached, in this 
case 60 m.p.h., the instructor pulls a 
wire which fires one barrel on to the 
ground leaving a yellow mark at that 
spot. As soon as the driver hears the 
shot, he slams down the brake which 
~~8 
fires the other barrel throwing 
another yellow mark on the ground. 
~!hen the car comes to a stop, measure 
the distances. From the first yellow 
mark to the second is reaction dis-
tance, and from the second to the 
location of the front bumper is the 
braking distance. 
b. Braking distance in feet for brakes 
44.5 per cent efficient. 
This graph shows the increase in the 
distance needed to stop a car from 
speeds of 10 m.p.h. to 60 m.p.h. 
c. Stopping distances. 
This chart for opaque projection gives 
the same information as the slider chart. 
d. Table of distances per feet. 
2. Comic strip--"Al Esper Tells Betty About 
Brakes. " 
E~ Esper, Ford's head engineer, explains, 
with the aid of a braking distance chart, 
the importance of good brakes. 
:Page of 1 
Source Source 
2a 29 
2a 30 
17b 4 
lla 8 
3. Reaction time test. Purchase or loan, 2, 31 
The writer do es not choose to make this device as it 
involves intricate mechanism. However, the situation 
of measuring or illustrating reaction time can be handled 
11! ,9; 
1'1:. 
in the following ways: 
a. Purchase or borrow a rea ction time test machine. 
b. Use the Detonator method a s described above. 
c. Hold a dollar bill between the thumb and :first fin ger 
of a student's hand. That is, you hold the dollar 
and his thumb and finger are about an inch apart way 
up the dollar but not touching it. He is to squeeze 
his fin gers in an effort to catch the bill when he 
se es you let it go. Since hi s re a ction is behind 
yours, the bill will fall to the :floor. 
d. Massachusetts Bonding and I nsurance 
Company Clinic . 
This driver-education clinic is a bus 
sponsored by the Massachusetts Bonding 
and Insurance Company and can be obtained 
by contacting the above-mentioned source. 
Jirrangements can be made to have it s pend 
a day at your school f r ee of charge. The 
bus contains the s ame machines that have 
been mentioned in this unit except they 
are more elaborate and intricate and give 
very accurate results. 
The bus contains four testing devices: 
1. Keystone Binocular Vision Test. 
Source 
33 
Measures visual acuity, depth perception, 
and color vision. 
2. Tunnel vision test. 
This one is same as one made from plans. 
3. Glare test. 
This one measures reaction to glare by 
means of an electric clock graduated in 
hundreds of a second. 
4. Reaction time. 
Reaction time is measured in hundreds of a 
second on an electric clock. The student 
seats himself and watches a board in front 
of him. Vfuen a red light goes on, he 
quickly steps on the brake which stops the 
clock. The clock started when the red 
light went on. 
4. Film: "Short Stops. n Source 2 
a. Content: The motion picture illustrates the effect of 
speed and road surfaces on stopping distances, shows 
how to use the brakes more effectively for smooth safe 
stops, and explains the operation of hydraulic brakes. 
b. Objective: To develop proper attitudes in respect to 
physical actions in an automobile. 
5. Filmstrip~ "Sai'ety In Transportation." Source 28 
a. Content: There are twenty fra~es in this strip devoted 
to the automobile. The remainder are on trains, planes, 
and ships. The section on the car is mostly devoted to 
reaction and braking distances, and it also emphasizes 
"' '" :::tnn Unive ::.It" 
St:i<o ! or Ed uca ~·(}( · 
Li h iD i') _.---
alertness and periodic inspections of the vehicle. 
b. Objective: To emphasize again the important factor 
in safe driving that reaction time represents. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
C. Mental and emotional qualities. 
1. Accident prone drivers. 
The small percentage of drivers, who, not by bad 
intentions, but because of poor attitudes, or because 
or their physical and mental makeup, cause most of 
the accidents. 
2. The egoist. 
a. Shows off. 
b. Probably has inferiority complex. 
c. Drives fast to impress passengers. 
d. Ignores traffic lights and stop signs. 
e. Doesn't stop gradually--slams on brakes. 
f. Passes with insufficient room. 
g. Brags about fixing tickets. 
h. Brags about narrow escapes. 
3. The irresponsible driver. 
a. Just doesn't care about good driving. 
b. Common faults: 
(1) Drives at hazardous speeds. 
(2) Doesn't concede right of way. 
(3) Crowds cars ahead. 
(4) Disregards the proper lane. 
1. 
( 5) Passes on wrong side. 
(6) Neglects to give signal. 
(?) Disregards traffic signs. 
(8) Never doing the right thing if it requires 
effort. 
4. The temperamental driver. 
a. Lacks emotional control. 
b. His judgment is impaired. 
c. Things a temperamental driver may do: 
(1) Honk horn incessantly. 
(2) Weaves in and out of traffic just to get ahead 
in line. 
(3) Abuses other drivers. 
(4) Speeds recklessly. 
(5) Cuts from one lane to another. 
5. The inattentive driver. 
a. Allows attention to be distracted. 
b. Allows driving to become automatic. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above .Text Outline ~~~~~~ ·---- ------ ---- -=~=--
Comic strip: "Showing Off. tt 
Al Esper, Ford's chief engineer, shows 
Don that smooth, safe driving is the only 
way to show o:f:f. 
Source 
lla 
Page of 
Source 
11 
2. Cartoons 
a. Gaston B. Galahad 36b 5 
This, and all the cartoons, is one of 
" Hatlo' s , They' 11 Do It 'Every Time:' cartoons. Galahad 
shows a complete disregard for other drivers by weaving 
in and out of traffic. 
b. tEther McSuture~ff 
This character lights a cigarette and 
looks the other way in the heaviest of 
traffic. 
c. "Shetland." 
He's the fellow who knows it all but 
always winds his car up aga:inst a post. 
d. "Rushmore.n 
Vihen he's driving, the other fellow is 
always wrong; but .when he's walking, the 
driver is wrong. 
e. "Quincy Straightlace." 
Sneaking through a red light. 
3. Films. 
a. "Once Upon a Time." 
(1) Content: An animated film illus-
trating the effect that discourtesy 
and carelessness has on safe driving. 
(2) Objective: To develop proper 
attitudes in respect to mental 
actions in an automobile. 
b. "Chance To Lose." 
(1) Content: This film compares the 
Source 
36b 
36b 
)6b 
36b 
21 
2 
Page of Source 
13 
19 
21 
29 
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chances taken by drivers to those taken by gamblers. 
(2) Objective: To develop proper attitudes in respect 
to emotional actions of drivers • . 
II. Suggested activities. 
1. Make a traffic check for one-half hour to detect the 
different types of drivers according to types mentioned 
under the section "Mental and Emotional Q,uali ties of 
Drivers." 
2. Construct testing devices. 
3. Prepare a health c·hart comparing temporary and permanent 
disabilities and whether or not they can be corrected. 
4. Prepare a list of common types of physical defects which 
affect driving. 
5. Vfuat physical factors in a driver's makeup should be 
examined before a driver's license is issued? 
6. Prepare a list of undesirable attitudes which you h ave 
observed in other drivers. 
--- -------- ~=-=~ =-=-=-=--=-======================-===ll===== 
III. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Additional References. 
American Automobile Association, The Driver, Vfashington, 
D. C. 
American Automobile Association, Driver and Pedestrian 
Responsibilities, Washington, D. C. 
Baker, J. s., Reaction Time in Automobile Driving, 
National Safety Council, Chicago, Illinois. 
Center for Safety Education, Driver Testing for Use in 
Driver Education and Training, New York University. --
Dull, Charles E., Safet~ First--~ Last, Henry Holt and 
Company, Philadelphia, ennsylvania, 1937. 
Floherty, John J., Youth At the Vfueel, J. B. Lippincott 
Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1937. 
Your Health and Safety, Harcourt, Brace, and Company, 
~ork, New-York. 
UNIT III--DRIVER RESPONSIBILITY AND SOUND DRIVING 
PRACTICES 
Objectives: 
1.. To develop an appreciation of the necessity of 
rules and regulations governing traffic on the 
highway. 
2. To develop an appreciation of the relation between 
sound driving practices and the law. 
3. To develop an understanding that safety in driving 
is a basic principle in skillful driving. 
4. To equip students with basic knowledges of the 
skills that are needed in city driving. 
Basic Text: Man lli the· Motor £!!:, Chptrs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12 
Outline of Study. 
I. Content. 
A. Basic rules. 
1 .. Signalling in advance of your intention. 
a. By hand. 
(1) Left turn. 
(2) Right turn. 
(3) Stop, or decrease speed. 
b. Shift of position signals. 
(1) Get into proper lane before turning. 
(2) A lane shift to right cannot be 
hand signalled. 
(3) Backing cannot be signalled by hand. 
(4) Hand Signals are hard to see at night. 
c. Signalling devices. 
(1) On trucks and buses. 
. . 
(2) Stop signal connected to brakes. 
(3} Directional signals operated by driver. 
d. It is a state law to use hand signals 
on state highways. 
Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
Page 
1. Pamphlets. Source of Source 
a. "The Rules of the Road" 17 
Illustrates the signals for left turns, right 
turns, and stopping. 
b. "Motor Vehicle Laws" 33 
Illustrates the use of hand signals. 
7 
39 
1. Stop, extend left arm,. and hold it stationary • . 
2. Left turn, extend left arm, point with finger. 
3. Right turn, extend left arm, rotate rear to front. 
2. Demonstration on the above. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
2. Highway markings. 
a. Octagonal (yellow}--stop. 
" . 
b. Round (yellow)--Railroad crossing. 
-· 
c. Diamond (yellow)--Slow Down. 
. . 
d. Square (yellow)-- Caution. 
e. Rectangular: 
(1) White with black letters. 
a. Tells local rules. 
b. Speed limit. 
c •. When to drive to right. 
(2) White with red letters. 
a. No • . ·parking at any time. 
(3) White with green letters. 
a. How long you may park. 
Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Pamphlet. Source 
"Questions and Answers, Motor Vehicle Laws" 
33 
Here are 108 different signs of all types, 
Page 
of. Source 
27-36 
(in black and white): Men at work, Soft shoulder, 
Detour, Stop, Curve, etc., which can be used in 
the Opaque Projector for class discussion. 
2. Activity. 
Have members of the class count and give a 
description of all the signs they .see on 
their way to school. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
3. Traffic lights. 
a. R~d alone--stop 
b. Flashing red light--stop, proceed with 
caution. 
c. Yellow alone--stop, wait for light to change. 
d. Yellow and green--same as for yellow alone. 
e. Flashing yellow--warning, proceed with caution. 
f. Yellow and red--pedestrians cross. 
g. Flashing green--intersection or crosswalk 
ahead, prepare to stop. 
h. Green alone--go. 
i. Green arrows with red light--go in direction 
of arrows only. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Films. Source 
a. "Seeing Green" 16 
1. Content--The work traffic lights are doing to 
make streets and highways safe for drivers 
and pedestrians are shown in this film. It 
also gives methods of construction and 
operation, and shows the need for a standardiza-
tion of traffic lights. 
2. Objectives. 
(a) To help create a better understanding of 
the problems of traffic safety. 
(b) To show a need for the standardization 
of traffic lights. 
b. "The Other Fellow" 12 
1. Content--Edgar Kennedy, the famous Hollywood 
comedian, plays the leading role in this 
picture which presents a powerful safety 
message in an interesting and .amusing 
manner. Kennedy is always "telling the 
other guy off" as he plows his way through 
unsuspecting motorists and helpless pedes-
trians. He completely disregards giving 
the other fellow a warning by signalling, 
ignores traffic signs and lights, but the 
other fellow is always wrong. 
2. Objective. 
To emphasize a need for careful driving on 
the part of a~l of us. 
To drive home the fact that perhaps we should 
criticize ourselves more and blame the other 
fellow less. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
B. The Art of Driving. 
1. Advance knowledge of other cars. 
a. Notice changes in speed and position. 
b. Notice exhaust smoke from parked ears. 
c. Keep eye on pedestrians hesitating at curb. 
d. Watch carefully the actions of children 
on sidewalks. 
e. Cars roaring up from behind. 
G1 
2. Smooth car control. 
a. Use brakes at a minimum. 
b. Apply brakes smoothly. 
c. Avoid violent acceleration--build speed 
gradually between shiftings. 
d. Ke,ep steady pace. 
3. Safe following distances. 
a. Following too close--car ahead may stop 
suddenly. 
b. Too far behind--cars passing and cutting 
in ahead. 
c. Best procedure. 
(1) At 30 m.p.h. keep 3 car lengths behind. 
{2) At 40 m.p.h. keep 4 car lengths behind. 
(3) At 50 m.p.h. keep 5 car lengths behind. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Films. Source 
a. "The Tip Off" 
1. Content. 
12 
This film shows how top notch sports 
figures seem to keep one jump ahead because 
of their split second decisions on the playing 
field. This is because they take advantage 
of the signals, or tip-offs, from the opposing 
players. It shows how, in a similar manner, 
' . 
alert drivers can take advantage of tip-offs 
and will always have an advanced knowledge 
of what the other cars or pedestrians are 
doing. This advance knowledge will mean split-
second decisions, which means better and safer 
driving. 
2. Objective. 
To emphasize the fact that drivers must 
always be alert and must try to know what 
the other fellow is going to do. 
b. "Smooth Starts" 
1. Content. 
Source 2 
A complete explanation of the workings 
of clutch,and the transmission of an auto-
mobile is given here, showing how we can get 
smooth starts and smooth acceleration in 
operating a vehicle. 
2. Objective. 
To show that by correct use of the clutch 
peddle and accelerator, we can get smoother 
starts and stops, and that the car will actually 
last longer. 
c. "Formations" 
1. Content. 
12 
"Formations" will help promote safer driving 
on the streets and highways by the forceful way 
G3 
it impresses the audience to keep in mind the 
four car formation in which we all drive. We 
must watch (1) our own car, (2) the car ahead~ 
{3} the car behind, and (4) the car around the 
corner. The film presents an invisible back-
seat driver who takes us through traffic pointing 
out the common cause o·f traffic accidents, and 
discourtesy on the -road. With the help of the 
invisible driver and stop motion photography, 
accidents which are about to happen are averted. 
2. Objective. 
To develop proper driving attitudes by 
dramatizing the dangers of discourtesies. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
4. Rules for passing. 
a. Drive on right side of road. 
b. Pass to right of those approaching you. 
c. Pass to left of those you are overtaking. 
(1} Make sure there is time to pass and get 
back into right lane before meeting 
oncoming car. 
(2) Sound horn except in business districts 
and residential areas. 
(3} Give left turn signal for car behind. 
-(4) Avoid cutting in too quickly. 
d. Give way to those who seek to overtake you. 
(1) Slow down and give room to cut in ahead. 
(2) If he drops back, increase your speed. 
(3) Never race a car that is attempting to 
pass. 
e. When passing is prohibited. 
(1) On upgrade, just below crest of hill. 
(2) At an intersection. 
(3) On a blind curve. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1.. Film, "Champions at the Wheel" Source 1 
2. 
"Champions at the Wheel" is a truck fleet safety 
.. ,
film designed to correct the faulty driving habits of 
tru.ck drivers who use our highways daily. The most 
important frequent causes of accidents, of which improper 
passing looms the most important, are clearly brought out. 
The need for alertness, care, and timing are emphasized. 
All this information, although originally intended for 
truck drivers, also applies to passenger car drivers. The 
basic principles are the same. It will also be well for 
drivers to know the habits of truck drivers. 
Objective--to develop a knowledge of the art 
Comic strip, "Passing on Curves" Source 
lla 
of passing. 
Page 
of Source 
4 
Al Esper shows Bobby why he shouldn't pass on 
curves. The principle being, that what you can't 
see £!a hurt you. 
Page 3. Pamphlets. Source of Source 
a. "How Good Drivers Can Become Better Drivers" 
17 12 
1. If you are in a line of cars following a 
"slow poke", be careful, someone is bound to 
pop out of line to pass. 
2. When seeking to pass, drop back a ways first. 
This will give you an opportunity to look around 
and to gain momentum in passing. 
b.. "How to Get the Family Car More Often" 
17 -, 
Some "don'ts" in passing are presented. 
1. Don't pass until you can see a safe passing 
distance ahead. 
2. Don't follow the car ahead too closely. 
3. Don't count on the rear view mirror alone. 
4. Don't pass a school bus with children 
getting off, from either direction. 
5. Don't follow a car that is passing an-
other--there may not be enough time for 
both of you to pass. 
c. "The Rules of the Road" 17 
The rules for passing given here are 
the same as those already given but 
with one addition--when a street car has 
stopped for passengers, never drive 
16, 17 
g 
within 8 feet of the step. 
4. Traffic board and toy autos. Source 2 
a. Purpose--to act out or dramatize the principles 
of passing using scale autos and roads so that 
they may be permanently fixed in the minds of the 
students. 
b. Obtaining traffic boards. 
1. Borrow (source 2). 
2. Construct. 
a. This is a simple matter. The writer 
purchased a piece of ~n plywood 4' x B' 
and drew lines representing roads, on it 
with black crayon. 
b. Draw lines representing roads on 
a table top, using toy autos from the 
Five and Ten Cent store. 
c. Use the blackboard. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
5. Right of way. 
a. Car on highway or important street has the 
right of way over cars crossing or entering 
from a minor road. 
b. If another car gets into the intersection 
before you do, that car has the right of way. 
c. If two cars approach intersection at the 
G7 
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same time, the car on the right has the 
right of way. 
d. Yield right of way to pedestrians at 
intersections. 
e. Yield right of way even if driver is wrong. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Traffic board and toy autos. 
a. Purpose. 
To actually act out by using scale roads and toy 
cars, the various situations that may arise on ap-
proaching intersections. 
To permanently fix these situations in the minds 
of the students. 
b. This is the best method of demonstrating the rules 
of the right of way since students can see more of 
the whole situation than they could if they were out 
in a real car. Two or more toy cars are needed for 
each of the above situations and they are moved by 
hand as the demonstration proceeds. 
Page 
2. Pamphlets. Source of Source 
a. "The Rules of the Road" 17 6 
Three diagrams representing the first three 
rules mentioned in the text outline are given. 
These may either be drawn on the board or used in 
the Opaque Projector. 
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{TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
6. Speed. 
a. Drive at reasonable speeds under existing 
conditions with due regard for public safety. 
(1) 10 m.p.h. when passing a school bus. 
(2) 15 m.p.h. when view is obstructed. 
(3) 20 m.p.h. in thickly settled districts. 
(4) 40 m.p.h. outside thickly ~ettled districts 
b. Drive at speeds to permit stopping before 
reaching the limit of your vision. Range of 
vision varies with: 
c. 
(1) \'feather changes. 
(2) Traffic congestion. 
(3) Time of day. 
Speed and impact. 
(1) At 20 m.p.h. a car will collide with the 
same force as though it were dropped off 
a building 12~ feet high. 
(2) At 40 mp.h. force of impact is like fall-
ing off a 4 story building or 54 feet. 
(3} At 60 m.p.h.--9 story building, 121 feet. 
d. Speed and economy. 
(1) 18 miles per gallon at 40 m.p.h. 
(2) 13 miles per gallon at 60 m.p.h. 
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Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Review or repeat the aids used in the section, "Reaction 
Time and Braking Distances" of Unit II. 
a. Slider chart on stopping distances. 
b. Graph on braking distances. 
c. Graph on stopping distances. 
d. Table of distances per feet. 
e. Comic strip #2 on brakes. 
f. Reaction time testing device. 
g. Film, "Short Stops." 
h. Filmstrip, "Safety in Transportation." 
2. Filmstrip,. "Iaertia" Source 2 
a. Purpose--To show the effect that the law of inertia 
has on speed and the force of impact. 
b. Definition--Bodies at rest tend to stay at rest, and 
bodies in motion will tend to stay in motion. 
c. Content. 
This strip demoastrates the physical principles 
of inertia in relation to the operation of a motor 
vehicle. 
(1) Resistance to being stopped--A heavier car or 
one with a heavier load will travel farther in 
the process of being stopped. 
(2) Resistance to being set in motion--It takes a 
greater force to set a car in motion. 
d. Conclusions~ 
(1} In a collision the lighter car will suffer most. 
(2) The force of impact varies with the rate of 
speed. 
a. Double the speed--impact is 4 times as grea~. 
b. Triple the speed--impact is 9 times as great. 
(3) The force of impact is greater if both cars in 
a collision were moving. 
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3. Comic strip. Source of Source 
a. "How Speed Affects Curves" lla 9 
This strip illustrates three situations areund 
the same curve. 
(1) 25 m.p.h.--safe. 
(2) 50 m.p.h.--danger. 
(3} 75 m.p.h.--disaster. 
4. Cartoons. 
a. 'Eomer Hotrod" 36b 
Homer knows all the rules on the baseball 
diamond but doesn't know any of the laws of 
speeding. 
b. "Sam Scatback" 36b 
Sam makes the trip home in 18i minutes flat, 
with nothing to do when he gets there. 
5. Graphs. 
a. Rule violations per hundred drivers involved in 
accidents. 2b 
15 
7 
36 
a1 
====-===~·~==-==-====================~~==========================~==~-===~F========I 
This table shows the number of drivers in each 
hundred who cause accidents in each of 15 types 
of violations. For example, 4 in every hundred 
drivers involved in accidents, were speeding. The 
violations listed apply to the entire outline in 
this unit thus far. 
Page 
b. Force of Impact. Source of Source 
2b 41 
Shows three boxers punching a little man. The boxer 
labelled 40 m.p.h. is twice the size of the one marked 
20 m.p.h., anq the boxer labelled 60 m.p.h. is nine 
times as big, meaning if you double your speed the 
force of impact is twice as great and if you triple 
it, the force is nine times as great. 
c. Speed Control Around Curves 2e 64 
This graph shows the point on a curve where speed 
should be decreased and the point where it should be 
increased again. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
- . 
6. Rules for turning. 
a. To make turn: 
(1) Get into correct lane. 
(2) Signal 100 feet before turn and hold 
signal until you begin to turn. 
(3) Look and see that nothing is coming. 
(4) Slow to safe speed to complete turn. 
(5} Make turn cautiously. 
b. Left turn •. 
(1) Get in lane just right of center line. 
{2) Make turn after passing to the right of 
center of the intersection. 
c. Right turns. 
(1} Get as close to right curb as possible. 
(2) Make turn sharply and keep close to right 
curb. 
d. "U" turn • 
.. 
(1) No "U" turn on curve or on hills. 
{2) Must have 500 feet clear view. 
e. Speed on turn. 
(1) Slow before starting turn. 
(2) Increase speed slightly part way around. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
Page 
1. Comic strips. Source of Source 
a. "How Speed Affects Curves" lla 9 
- . 
See #5 on preceding page of this unit. 
b. "Proper Turns" lla 3 
How to make a proper left turn is diagramed. 
2. Graph, "Speed Control Around Curves" 2e 64 
This graph shows the point on a curve where speed should 
be decreased and the point where it should be increased. 
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3. Pamphlets. Source of Source 
a. "How Good Drivers Can Become Better Drivers" 
17 6 
How to make a left turn is explained and diagramed. 
b. "How to Get the Family Car More Often" 
17 . 10, 11 
The directions for right and left turns given here 
are similar to those already give~, but a few words 
of advice are given also. There are two ways to 
make a turn: 
(1) Let the other driver guess what you are going 
to do. 
(2) Give him the tip-off of your intentions. 
c. "The Rules of the Road" 17 
The same directions for turns are given with an 
illustration of a car making a left turn. 
4. Traffic Board. 
a. Purpose--to give students practice and experience 
in making turns even though models are used. 
b. Procedure--after a demonstration, allow students 
to operate the toy cars in making turns, on the 
traffic board. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
7. Rules for parking. 
a. Park car off travelled way. 
(1) Must not interfere with traffic. 
74 
(2} Must not obstruct view of other drivers. 
b. Do not park. : 
(1) Within an intersection. 
(2) On a crosswalk or sidewalk. 
(3) Within 10 feet of a fire hydrant. 
(4) In front of public or private driveways. 
{5) Within 20 feet of an intersecting way. 
(6) On bridge or in a highway tunnel. 
(7) Alongside a hole in the road. 
(8) No double parking. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
Page 
1. Pamphlets. Source of. Source 
a. "The Rule.s of the Road" 17 12 
Presents the above;nentioned rules for parking 
with an illustration of the danger of fixing a flat 
on the highway. 
b. "How to Get the Family Car More Often" 
17 
Explains and illustrates two points. 
24 
1. Parking on downgrade--turn front wheels to 
right (toward curb), and let front of right 
wheel coast into curb. Pull up emergency brake 
and put gear shift into reverse. 
2. Parking on upgrade--turn wheels to left, and let 
car coast back so that rear of front wheel rests 
==--n=======~=l 
against the curb. Pull up emergency and put gear 
shift into reverse. 
2. Films. Source 
a. "A Knight Falls" 2 
1. Purpose: 
a. To review the safe practices in driving 
covered in the entire unit. 
b. To develop an understanding that safety in 
driving is a basic principle in skillful 
driving. 
2. Content. 
This film demonstrates all the safe practices 
in driving that have been covered in this unit. 
b. "Driving Hazards" 7 
1. Purpose: 
a. Same as above. 
b. To present some situations which may arise 
in traffic. 
2. Content. 
The general content of this film is similar 
to the majority of driver education films. It 
presents a series of incidents portraying many 
common and some unusual situations that may 
arise in traffic. 
c. "Screw Drivers and Screw Jays" 34 
1. Purpose--to present the foregoing material in a 
more humorous manner. 
2. Content. 
Starring Don Wilson, of the Jack Benny program, 
and Lew Lehr, this film presents a new approach to 
the problems of the heedless driver and the care-
less pedestrian. In their way, incorrect driving 
and walking procedures are presented. 
d. "Uncle Jim Tells Them" Source 7 
1. Safe driving rules are dramatized. 
e. "We Drivers" 12 
1. Purpose--to weigh the advantages of caution 
a gainst taking chances. 
2. Content. 
Reckless Rudolph, Sensible Sam, and Old Man 
Momentum added to the driver of the car, make up 
the list of characters in this picture. As the 
audience sits in the back seat of the car, 
Rudolph and Sam, animated characters, whisper 
words of advice into the drivers ear, Rudolph's 
advice being bad and Sam's good. We have many 
narrow escapes as Sensible Sam defeats his rival. 
f. "Wheel Sense" 3 
1. Purpose. ~ 
To present to the students words of advice 
which will have deeper effect, coming from a man 
whose business it is to speed. 
2. Content. 
Torpedo Jones, a champion race driver, conveys 
to a class of high school driver education 
trainees, the salient points of good driving 
technique. 
3. Filmstrips. Source 
a. "Defensive Driving" 7 
In this sound filmstrip, newspaper reporters 
interview several drivers who have proved themselves 
as safe drivers under all conditions. They discuss 
the problems of night driving, backing, fa t igue, 
parking, and braking. 
b. "You Bet Your Life" 2 
This is a sound strip presenting in a comical 
manner, various sort s of traffic violations. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
c. Driving under adverse conditions. 
1. Night driving. 
a. Visibility seldom exceeds a few hundred feet. 
b. Do not drive at a speed which will not allow 
you to stop within your limit of vision. 
c. Around curves. 
(l} Illumination slants diagonally. 
(2) Visibility less than 50 feet. 
(3) Far end of curve in total darkness. 
~""~8' (J 
d. Headlight glare. 
(1) Dim headlights when approaching cars. 
(2) Do not look directly at high lights. 
(3) Look at side of road. 
2. Fog. 
a. Do not drive unless necessary. 
b. Drive with depressed headlights. 
c. Be able to stop within limits of ~sibility. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
Page 
1. Filmstrips. Source of Source 
a. "America's Fatal Streets" 24 
This filmstrip outlines a comprehensive plan for 
reducing night accidents, and the results achieved 
in certain cities are shown. It stresses the im-
portance of street lighting in the general safety 
program. 
b. nNight Driving" 2 
Presented here are statistics and charts on night 
driving accidents. 
2. Graph, Death after Dark 2b 60 
This graph shows the number of fatalities that occur 
for each hour of the day. It shows that most accidents 
occur during the hours of darkness. 
3. Comic strip, "Driving at Night" lla 5 
Al Esper shows Billy that there are about 137,000 more 
79 
accidents a . year during the twilight hours (6-9 p.m.) 
than there are before sunset. 
Page 
4. Pamphlets. Source of Source 
a. "We Drivers" 12 7-10 
This article explains stopping distances and 
connects it with the limit of visibility in night 
driving. 
b. "How to Get the Family Car More Often" 
17 - 14 
It answers the question, "How fast should you 
drive at night" by again presenting a table of stop-
ping distances. 
c. "How Good Drivers Can Become Better Drivers" 
17 18 
Here is presented a different graph. It shows 
that for night and bad wea ther driving we should 
follow the tail-light of the car ahead and that 
there should be one car length between for each ten 
miles of hour of speed. 
d. "Calling all Drivers" 21 
There are 35% more accidents at night. 
Lower lights when passing oncoming car. Keep 
windshield clean to less glare. 35 m.p.h. should 
be top speed at night. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
3. Slippery weather. 
9 
(.~ 0 (., . . 
a. Starting. 
Start in second or high gear, engaging 
clutch very slowly and evenly. 
b. Stopping. 
(1) Begin to slow down at quite a distance 
from where you want to stop. 
(2) Depress brake lightly and intermittently. 
{J) Depress clutch at last instant. 
c. Skidding. 
(1) Getting out of a skid. 
a. Release foot brakes. 
b. Turn front wheel in direction of skid. 
c. Foot off accelerator. 
d. Engine has braking effect. 
(2) Starting a mired car. 
a. Don't start in low gear or step on 
gas as this will spin rear wheels. 
b. Put car in high gear, start forward 
slowly, and let clutch up gradually. 
c. If this fails, try "rocking". 
1. Start as in (b) above. 
2. Shift to reverse and go as far back 
as possible. 
3. Repeat 1 & 2 until traction is 
developed. 
4. If rocking fails, spread sand, cinders 
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d. Tire chains. 
1. To get out of snow or mud. 
2. Useless on hard ice. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Films. Source 
a. "Night and Bad Weather Driving" 2 
1. Purpose. 
To emphasize the dangers of bad weather driving. 
2. Content. 
The dangers of bad weather driving are shown in 
this motion picture, with the correct driving 
habits for each situation. 
b. "No Slips, No Skids, No Terrors" 25 
1. Purpose. 
To fix in the minds of the students the rules 
for bad weather driving as discussed in the text 
outline. 
2. Content. 
Presented here are the rules for safe winter 
driving such as starting, stopping, and approaching 
intersections. 
2. Filmstrips. 
a. "No Use Skidding" 
1. Purpose. 
25 
To project bad weather situations on the screen 
82 
for class discussion. 
2. Content. 
The major causes of winter accidents are illus-
trated and explained. The driver is told what he 
can do to avoid accidents during the winter months. 
Braking distances on ice, snow, and wet surfaces are 
compared to dry pavement. It also explains the use 
of tire chains and braking procedure. 
3. Pamphlets. Source 
a. "How to Get the 'Family Car More Often" 
17 -
1. How to get to the morgue. 
a. Step on the gas. 
b. Stop by slamming on brakes. 
c. Give wheel a spin for fun. 
2. How to get home safe. 
a. Start off in second gear. 
b. Be able to stop where you want to. 
Page 
of Source 
21 
c. How to get out of a skid. (A diagram or illus-
tration showing the direction of the skid and the 
way to turn the wheels.) 
b. "Calling All Drivers" 21 6, 7 
Explains and illustrates how to get out of a skid 
and how to stop on slippery roads. 
c. "'irle Drivers" 12 24,26 
The lack of friction and tra ction is explained in 
I 
addition to information on starting, stopping, and 
skidding. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
4. Descending hills. (Good or bad weather) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Slight down grade. 
(1) Reduce speed. 
-(2) Engine will act as brake. 
Steeper grades. 
(1) Use foot brake. 
Steep grades. 
(1) Shift into second or even low gear. 
{2) Determine gear you will use before start-
ing to descend. 
(3) The general rule is to use the same gear 
in descending that is needed in ascending. 
d. Coasting. 
(1) Dangerous on hills. 
, . 
(2) The braking effect of the engine is lost. 
(3) Keep engine in gear and foot off clutch. 
Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
Page 
1. Pamphlets. Source of Source 
a. "Vie Drivers" 12 18-20 
A discussion, with illustrations on climbing and 
descending hills similar to the information in the 
outline is presented here. 
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II~ Suggested A~tivities. 
1. Elimination contest. 
a. Distribute, at the beginning of Unit III, the 
Mass. Vehicle Laws, Questions and Answers booklet 
which each applicant for a license must learn. 
b. Assign sections of it for home study periodically. 
c. At completion of Unit III, conduct a quiz. 
(1) Divide class in two. One group will stand on 
one side of the room while the second will 
stand on the other side. 
(2) Ask questions in order, alternating from one 
team to the other. 
(3) Students giving wrong answers are eliminated 
and will sit down. 
(4) When one team is completely seated the other 
is declared the winner. 
2. Make a survey listing all the types and location of: 
(a) traffic lights, (b) traffic signs in our town. 
3. For a period of one hour, at the busiest intersectio~ 
in our town, make a list .of all the rule v±olations 
noticed. 
4. Secure an enforcement officer to speak to the class 
on traffic accidents caused by rule violations. 
5. Prepare brief dramatizations which illustrate the 
procedures for {a) securing a drivers license, 
(b) registering a motor vehicle, (c) reporting 
an accident. 
6. Make a rough road map of your town and select several 
places which you think are hazardous. Tell how you 
would handle a car at these location, and what speeds 
you would use. 
III. Additional references. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
6. 
American Automobile Association, Driver and Pedes-
trian Responsibilities, Washington, D. c;--
American Automobile Association, How To Drive, 
Washington, D. c. 
American Automobile Association, Sound Driving 
Practices, Washington, D. C. 
Fitzgerald, James, Drive ~Live, Johnson Publish-
ing Company, Richmond, Virginra,--193 7. 
Floherty, J. J., Youth at the Wheel, Lippincott, 
1937. 
National Safety Council, Accident Facts, Chicago, 
Illinois. 
Stoeckel, R. B., Sense and Safety~ the~' 
Appleton-Century, 1936.---
~ 88 ~.-==Jr= -===---====-=-==-4= Unit IV - THE AUTOMOBILE - ITS CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE 
I Objectives: 
1. To a~quaint the students with the major units of the 
automobile so that they · may understand the relation 
of each to the whole. 
2. To develop an understanding between operating condi-
tions and car control. 
3. To develop a respect for the power which is under 
the driver's control. 
4. To show that mechanical and metal parts of an auto-
mobile do not last forever. 
5. To develop a sense of responsibility for proper main-
tenance and care of a car •. 
Basic Text: Man !E£ the Motor~~ Chapters 5, 13 
Outline of Study~ 
I. Content. 
A.. Introduction. 
Since this course is designed primarily to develop 
sound driving habits and attitudes, just how much 
of the motor vehicle construction should be taught? 
Just to give a basic comprehensive understanding 
of what makes a car ru~, tracing the flow of power 
from the engine to the rear wheels and how the 
clutch and gear shift fit into that flow of power 
·will be sufficient. The student will then have 
an idea of what happens when he depresses the clutch, 
for example. This will cause him to use the clutch 
more intelligently. 
B. Text Outline - The flow of power. 
1. The Engine 
a. The heart and power of the automobile. 
b. Cylinders - 4 to 16 in each automobile. 
(1} Three inch to four inch in diameter and ten 
to twelve inches long. 
(2) Pistons move up and down in cylinders. 
(3) Gasoline and air mixture is burned in them. 
c. How gas reaches cylinders. 
{1) Fuel pump draws gas from tank and pumps it 
into carburetor. 
(2) Carburetor mixes gas with air and distri-
butes it to each cylinder in turn. 
(3) An intake valve in each cylinder opens to 
allow mixture to enter. 
d. The four-stroke cycle. 
(1) Intake stroke. 
Piston moves down creating a vacuum in 
the cylinder. 
(2) Compression stroke. 
Piston moves up compressing the mixture 
of gas and air. 
8·9 
1. Films 
{3) Power stroke. 
A spark is introduced exploding the co~ 
pressed gas mixture. 
(4) Exhaust stroke. 
Piston moves . up pushing out burned gases 
through exhaust valve. 
e. What piston does. 
(l) Piston moves connecting rod which turns 
the crankshaft. 
(2) Crankshaft turns flywheel. 
{3) Flywheel prevents car from moving in jerks. 
(4) Flywheel transmits power to the driving 
plate of the clutch. 
f. Power for starting the above cycle. 
(1) The self-starter spins the flywheel. 
(2} Flywheel spins crankshaft. 
(3) Crankshaft moves pistons until they begin 
functioning on their own power. 
Audio-Visual Aids for Above Text Outline 
Source 
a. "The A B C of Internal Combustion" 12 
(1) Objective: To develop a basic understanding of 
the functions of an engine. 
(2) Content: This is an animated film showing how man 
can harness the forces of combustion~ The four-
90 
stroke cycle, connecting rods, crankshaft, valve 
operation, carburetion and ignition timing are 
clarified. It shows how fuel, air and ignition are 
controlled to prod ree power. The film shows the 
many fields in which engines work for man. 
b. "Power" Source 2 
(1) Objective: To acquaint with the working parts of 
an engine. 
{2) Content: The workings of the pistons and all the 
other moving parts of the engine are illustrated. 
c. ~Vhere Mileage Begins" 12 
.. 
(1) 
(2) 
Objective: To give students a clear and concise 
picture of the construction and operation of an 
automobile engine. 
Content: This is an excellent film for showing the 
workings of an engine. It is the most widely used 
film. The. complete assembly of the engine is shown 
without any visible human help. The parts just 
jump into place. The film, however, not only shows 
how a motor is assembled but illustrates the prin-
ciple of its operation. It compares the perform-
ance of a single piston and cylinder to an early 
cannon using bla ck powder to project the cannon 
ball. What happens when the gears are shifted is 
another feature. 
et v 
I 
2. Filmstrips Source 
a. !'Multiple Cylinder Erigines" 16 
Applies the principles of the four-stroke cycle to 
engines of more than one cylinder, and explains some 
of the refinements of the modern engine. 
b. "The Four-Stroke Internal Combustion Engine" 
Parts I and II 16 
Elementary principles of the engine, including the 
cylinder, piston, crankshaft, and flywheel are clearly 
illustrated. Part II continues with valves, camshafts, 
and mechanical timing. 
c. "Fuel Feed Systems" 16 
·~ 
(1} Objective: To show how the fuel gets from the 
gasoline tank to the cylinders for internal combus-
tion. 
(2) Content: Three types of feeding the gas are shown 
and explained. 
a. Gravity feed. (The tank up high, such as the 
old Model A Ford) 
b. Pressure feed vacuum tanks. 
c. Mechanical fuel pumps. 
d. "The Carburetor" 16 
... 
(1} Objective: To show the purpose and function of the 
carburator. 
(2) Content: The filmstrips explains the basic princi-
ples involved in carbur~tion. Shows how the air 
and fuel are mixed and the ratio of each. Also 
designs and devices used in carburetors are illus-
trated. 
Diagram - Four-Stroke Cycle 
Source 
12a 
Page of 
Source 
30 
This sketch, showing the four strokes of each cylinder, 
should be enlarged on the board and used in conjunction 
with the working model of a cylinder. Opaque projection 
will not do since the room will be too dark for the model. 
the projector can be used, however, to aid in enlarging 
the sketch before class time. 
4. Working Model. 
Model of a cylinder with piston, valves, and spark plug. 
a. Purpose: To show the cycle composed of four strokes 
that each of the cylinders in a car performs. 
b. Construction: Details for the construction of this 
model have already been given in Unit I under the dis-
covery of the four-stroke cycle by DeRoches. 
c. Operation: Refer to Unit I. 
5. Pamphlets 
a. "A Power Primer" PP• 3-54 12 
There are two chapters in this pamphlet devoted to 
the engine entitled, "What is an Engine" and "Auto-
mobile Type Engine." Sixty illustrations are also in-
cluded within the two chapters showing every phase of 
the engine. 
b. "How to Drive" pp. 23-31 Source 2 
This chapter takes us under the hood with six illus-
trations. 
1. Film 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
2. The clutch. 
a. A non-mechanical connection (friction connec-
tion) between the engine and rear wheels. 
b. Controlled by the left large foot pedal. 
c. Depressing the pedal allows the engine to run 
without power going to the rear wheels. 
d. Technique. 
(1) Let up clutch pedal smoothly to contact 
point or car will jump. 
(2) Riding clutch. (Resting foot on clutch) 
a. Wears clutch out. 
b. F'riction discs rub without gripping 
tightly. 
Audio-Visual Aids !2£ Above Text Outline 
Source 
a. "Smooth Starts" 2 
-(1) Objective: To present a clearer concept of the 
construction and operation of the clutch. 
(2) Content: This is a 15 minute film explaining the 
workings of the clutch showing the driving and 
driven members. Emphasis is placed on the correct 
use of the clutch and clutch pedal so that smooth 
starts will be obtained. Incorrect use will result 
in jerky forward movements. The clutch is seen as 
a non-mechanical connection between the engine and 
rear wheels. 
2. Filmstrip Source 
a. "The Clutch" 16 
(1) Objective: To illustrate and discuss simultane-
ously, the principles of the friction disc type of 
clutch. 
(2) Content: Fifty-five frames of pictures and des-
criptions of the principles of the friction clutch 
are contained in this filmstrip. It will be well to 
use this strip with the working model of the clutch 
since in the strip only cross sections are · · 
shown and on the model too much of the mechanical 
connections such as the clutch pedal are missing. 
3. Working model of a clutch. 
a. Objective: To actually demonstrate and operate the 
principle of one disc turning another through a friction 
connection only. 
b. Construction and operation: A description of the con-
struction and operation of the model has already been 
given in Unit I. 
S5 
4. Diagrams 
a. Cross section of a clutch, pp. 38-39 
Source 
l2b 
On these two pages four diagrams of the clutch are 
given. They show the driven member of the clutch 
caught between the flywheel and the pressure plate when 
the clutch pedal is released. The engine drives the 
flywheel and pressure plate which in turn turns the 
driven member. Depressing the pedal releases the driven 
member from contact with the driving members so power 
is disconnected at this point. 
5. Pamphlets 
a. "When the Wheels Revolve" 12 
Pages 13 and 14 of this pamphlet gives a description 
including an illustration of the operation of the clutch 
as has been previously described. 
b. "How to Drive" pp. 31-32 2 
Here, · again, is a description of the operation of the 
clutch but the illustration that goes with it is perhaps 
the best one mentioned in this outline since it includes 
the clutch pedal pivoting to disengage the clutch mem-
bers which makes it easier to understand the overall. 
picture of the clutch. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
3. The transmission.· 
. a.. Gear Shift. 
( 1.) On steering column. 
(2) Forms letter "H". 
(3) Neutral. 
a. Gears not meshed. 
b. Engine won't move. 
(4) Low or power gear. (Ratio 3-1) 
a. Crankshaft moves about three times to 
turn rear wheels once. 
(5) Second or pick-up gear. (Ratio 1!-1} 
a. Engine turns 1;! times for each revolution 
of the rear wheels.-
(6) Third or high gear. (Ratio 1-1) 
a. Engine and crankshaft is directly con-
nee ted to rear wheels. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Film Source 
a. "Smooth Starts" 2 
(1) Objective: To give a clearer concept of the con-
struction and operation of the transmission. 
(2) Content: This is the same film that was used to 
explain the clutch as the two are closely related. 
It takes the combination of the clutch and the tran& 
mission to produce smooth starts. The students can 
see the two units working together as a team and can 
now see what happens when the clutch is depressed 
and why. 
(1• 7 v 
2. Filmstrip Source 
16 a. "The Transmission" 
(1) Objective: To present an opportunity to view 
while discussing the principles of the transmission. 
(2) Content: This filmstrip shows, in 55 frames, the 
application of power from the engine to the rear 
wheels through the principle of gear reduction. 
It explains the simple selective gear transmission. 
3. Diagrams 
a. Transmission in low gear~ p. 51 l2b 
b. 
c. 
This diagram shows only the gears involved when the 
transmission is in first gear. 
In second gear. p. 51 12b 
Only the gears used when the shift is in second are 
shown here. 
Transmission in third gear. p. 52 12b 
This diagram shows the power going straight through 
to the rear wheels. 
d~ In reverse. p. 52 l2b 
e. 
f. 
The addition of the reverse idler gear is introduced 
to reverse the direction of the rear wheels. 
The entire transmission. p. 54 12b 
In this diagram all the gears in the transmission are 
labeled, with the shift in neutral. 
Three speed transmission. P• 56 l2b 
S8 
Four diagrams are shown. The shift in first, . second, 
third, and reverse. In each case the gears used are 
shown in red while the others are white. 
4. Pamphlets Source 
a. "How to Drive" pp. 33-34 2 
An explanation of the transmission with two illustra-
tions is presented. The principle being that when two 
cog wheels of different diameters are brought together, 
different speeds result. 
b. "When the Wheels Revolve" pp. 15-16 12 
. ·~ ·~ 
(1) The first speed (shift in first or low) allows us 
to start slowly while the engine is revolving 
rapidly. 
(2) The second set of gears allows us to build up a 
little more speed since a great turning effort is no 
longer needed. 
(3) Since the car now has sufficient momentum we intro-
duce a third set of gears where the engine and the 
rear wheels revolve at the same rate of speed. 
There is not so much strain on the engine at this 
point. 
(4) In order to move the car backward a fourth set of 
gears is needed to reverse the direction of the rear 
wheels. 
5. Specimen of a transmission. 19 
The above movements and principles can be further fixed 
in the minds of the students with the use of a real trans-
mission. The writer obta ined a Model A Ford transmission 
at no cost at the local junk yard. 
1. Films 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
4., The . differential. 
a. The problem. 
(1) In rounding a corner, the rear wheels 
travel at different speeds since the out-
side wheel has farther to travel than 
the inside wheel. 
(2) If the two rear wheels were on the same 
axle it would be impossible for them to 
travel at different speeds. 
b. The solution. 
(1) A complex mechanism called the differential 
gear. 
(2) Each of two rear wheels is mounted on its 
own axle. 
(3) Each axle is connected to the drive shaft 
through the differential gearing •. 
(4} The differential causes more power to flow 
to the outside wheel on a curve. 
Audio-Visual Aids for ~ Above Text Outline 
a. "Around the Corner" 
Source 
2 
(1) Objective: To give an insight into the functions 
of the differential through the use of motion 
pictures. 
(2) Content: This fifteen-minute sound movie presents 
an animated description of the workings of the 
differential in the rear end of a car. It gives a 
clear explanation of why the differential is ne-
cessary and how it enables us to go around a 
corner. 
b. "Curve Control" 
Source 
16 
{1} Objective: To show what enables a car to move 
around a curve. 
(2} Content: In a 26-minute movie we have demonstra-
tions presented of how various types of vehicles 
are steered and the geometric principles involved. 
The steering mechanism and the d if:ferential work 
as a team to enable a car to make a curve. 
2. Filmstrips. 
a. "Rear Axles" 16 
(1} Objective: To discuss, with illustrations, the 
rear axles of the automobile. 
(2) Content: In this :filmstrip consisting o:f 47 
frames are explained the principles involved in 
rear axles. 
b. "The Differential" 16 
(1} Objective: To develop a knowledge of' the operation 
or the differential and the reasons for its use. 
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(2) Content: Thirty-nine frames are used to illustrate 
the workings of the differential. This will supple-
ment the film, "Around the Corner," and will give an , 
opportunity for class discussion while the diagrams 
are being projected. 
3. Diagrams Source 
a. Seven diagrams. PP• 46-49 12b 
(1) Shows the differential gears. 
-(2) Shows the addition of the differential ca se. 
(3) Includes the differential pinion. 
(4) Main pinion. 
(5) The complete differential. 
(6) Action of the differential with one wheel turning 
and one stopped. 
(7) Action of the differential with one wheel turning 
faster than the other. 
4.. Pamphlets 
a. "When the Wheels Revolve" pp. 17-19 12 
In three pages and six diagrams, the complicated 
mechanism of the differential is further explained. A 
comparison is made to an ice-cream freezer. 
b. "How to Drive" PP• 34, 35 2 
With a different approach and two diagrams which do 
not resemble those previously mentioned in this paper, 
the mechanism of the differential is again explained. 
5. Specimen of a differential. 19 
a. Objective: To, actually see and operate a differential 
and by so doing, to get a better understanding of the 
differential. 
b. The writer obtained a complete rear end from the local 
junk yard. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED} 
5. Brakes 
a. Type: Four wheel brakes with asbestos lining for 
friction. 
b. Braking system. 
(1) Mechanical. 
a. Brake pedal pushes on cable which is attached to 
brakes. 
b. This applies pressure on linings. 
(2) Hydraulic. 
a. Liquid in master cylinder. 
b. Pressure on liquid forces pressure to brake 
cylinders. 
( 3) Power. 
a. The engine, when directly connected to rear wheels 
acts as a brake. 
c. Parking or emergency brake. 
(1) Hand operated. 
( 2) To keep car stationary after i .t is stopped 
103 
1. Films 
Audio-Visual Aids f2r the Above Text Outline 
Source 
a. "Short Stops" 2 
(1) Objective: To explain the operation of the hy-
draulic brakes. 
(2) Content: This is an animated film explaining the 
operation of the perfected hydraulic brakes. Also, 
the effect of speed and road surfa ces on stopping 
distances and how to use the brakes most effectively 
for smooth safe stops are shown. 
b. "Stop that Car" 2 
.. 
(1) Objective: Same as above. 
(2) Content: A fifteen minute movie on how the brakes 
operate in a motor vehicle. 
2. Filmstrips 
a. "Hydraulic Brakes" 16 
' (1) Objective: To present an opportunity for simul-
taneous viewing and discussing the operation of 
hydraulic brakes. 
(2) Content: Explains the hydraulic brakes and its use 
in actuating the brake shoes. 
b. "Power Brakes" 16 
{1) Objective: To present an opportunity for simul-
taneous viewing and discussing the operation of 
vacuum-type brakes. 
(2) Content: Compressed air and vacuum-type brakes are 
104 
illust~ted in $6 frames. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
6. Electrical System. 
a. Source. 
(1) Generator driven by engine. 
(2) Battery stores excess current developed by 
the generator. 
b. Ignition. 
(1) Current from storage battery. 
c. Distributor. 
(1) Sends current at right time to spark plugs. 1 
d. Lights. 
(1) Headlights. 
(2) Parking lights. 
(3) Rear lights. 
(4) Stopping lights. 
(5) Rear number plate light. 
(6) Dash lights. 
e. Accessories. 
(1} Radio. 
(2} Heater. 
(3} Cigarette lighter. 
(4) Windshield wiper. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
-, 
1. Films Source 
a. "Current Flashes" 2 
(1} Objective: To develop an understanding of the 
source of ~lectrical power. 
(2) Content: How the generator of a car generates 
electricity, how the battery stores it, and how the 
voltage regulator controls it are explained in this 
film. 
b. "Ignition and Spark Plugs" 5 
(1) Objective: To show the role the spark plug plays 
in the ignition system of the car. 
(2) Content: In a 25 minute film the relationship of 
the spark plug to the ignition system of a gasoline 
motor is explained. · 
c. "Story of a Spark Plug" 5 
(1) Objective: To give an ins~t into the manufacture 
of the spark plug. 
(2) Content: Each step in the manufacture of the spark 
plug, from the raw materials to the finished product 
is shown. The film also illustrates the use of the 
spark plug in gasoline motors and describes the 
function of each part of the spark plug. 
2. Filmstrips 
a. "Electricity and the Storage· Battery" 
Parts I and II 16 
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Principles of simple, primary, and secondary cells, 
series and parallel connections, general construction 
and operation of the battery are explained in these two 
filmstrips. 
b. "The Generator" 
Source 
16 
Explains general principles, what ;it does, and its 
care. 
c. "Current and Voltage Regulation" 16 
This strip, in 103 frames, explains the need for 
generator regulation. 
d. "The Starting Motor" 16 
Here is an explanation of the self-starter which is 
necessary to set all the mechanism of a car in motion. 
An explanation of the Bendix drive and the mechanical 
shift is given •. 
e. "Chassis Electrical System" 16 
A typical passenger car wiring diagram is given along 
with the operation and purpose of the fuse. Also given 
are suggestions on handling car wiring. 
f. "The Ignition System" 16 
The complete system is shown here including construc-
tion and operation of the coil, condenser, braker 
points, distributor, and spark plugs. 
3. Diagram 
a. Automobile Ignition System, p. 45 12b 
107 
Power from the battezyto the ignition switch and then 
through the coil, condenser, distributor, and finally to 
the spark plugs. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
c. Care of the Automobile. 
1. Films 
1. Lubrication. 
a. Once monthly or every 1000 miles. 
b.. Oil pressure gauge on instrument panel. 
c. Drop on g~uge can be caused by: 
(l) Broken oil line. 
(2) Stoppage of oil pump. 
(3) Lack of oil in crankcase. 
d.. Wheels need repacking with grease. 
e. Filtering systems need new filters~ 
f. Change of oil if dark or gritty. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
Source 
a. "Basic Principles of Lubrication" 12 
.. 
(l) Objective: To emphasize the importance of auto-
mobile lubrication. 
(2) Content: This animated film shows how outer layers 
of tiny oil globules adhere to the metal surfaces 
and how the inner layers act as ball bearings. The 
following functions of good lubrication are also 
explained: (a) to reduce friction in order to 
108 
increase efficiency, {b) to cool moving parts and 
internal surfaces, (c) to keep power in the cylinder, 
and (d) to prevent contamination and deterioration 
of engine parts. 
Source 
b. "Lubrication of a Gasoline Engine" 34 
.. {1) Objective: Same as, '"Basic Principles of LubricatioiJ 
(2) Content: Splash and force feed lubrication systems 
are illustrated by animation. Emphasis is placed on 
the need for specialized l ubricants due to the wide 
range of operating temperatures and the use of pre-
cision parts in an automobile. 
2. Filmstrips 
a. "Engine Lubricating Systems'' 16 
.. 
(1} Objective: To present an opportunity to discuss and 
view the systems of lubri cation. 
{2) Content: The splash and pressure systems of lubri-
cation are explained. 
3. Lubrication Chart 18 
A typical lubrication chart showing the points a garage-
man checks in lubricating your car. 
4. Diagrams. 
a. Oil Pressure Guage, p. 11 2c 
Shows a typical oil pressure gauge as found on the 
dashboard of a car. If needle drops . below normal it is 
a warning that something is wrong. 
_c 9 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
2. Cooling System. 
a. Water surrounding cylinders kept clean. 
b. Check for leaks in hose or radiator. 
c. Flush cooling system in the spring. 
d. In the winter: 
(1) Put in anti-freeze. 
(2) If car freezes up: 
a. Use hot water or add cold water a little 
at a time--keep engine running. 
b. Cover front with blanket to thaw out. 
c. Start engine slowly until ice is thawed. 
e. Boiling water. 
(1) Broken fan belt. 
-(2} Water pump clogged. 
a. Let engine cool down. 
b. Drive to nearest service station. 
Audio-Visual Aids £2£ ~ Above Text Outline 
1.- Filmstrips Source 
a. "The Cooling System" 16 
"' (1) Objective: To develop an understanding of the pur-
pose and i mportance of an automobile cooling system. 
(2) Content: Pump systems and by-pass systems of coolin 
an automobile are thoroughly covered along with the 
use of thermostats in the water line. 
11 0 
2. Diagram Source 
a. Heat Indicator, p. 10 2c 
The heat indicator or water guage is illus.trated show-
ing that the engine runs best when the indicator is be-
tween 160° and lSOO • 
.3. Pamphlets 
a. "Users Guide" pp. 9, 10 12 
The emphasis on these two pages is that if the temper-
ature guage indicates overheating, the root of the 
trouble may lie in the following: 
(1) Insufficient liquid. 
(2) Loose or broken fan belt. 
(3) Frozen radiator. 
-{4} Obstruction in the flow of water. 
(5) Thermostat out of order. 
b. "A Power Primer" pp. 49-51 12 
This section points out that a car heats up to more 
than 4 , 500 degrees Fahrenheit which is twice the melting 
point of iron. Therefore, it must be cooled. On page 
51 is an excellent diagram of a radiator, fan, one cy-
linder, and flow of water. The water travels from top 
to bottom in the radiator, being cooled by the fan and 
air passing through the radiator. It goes out the bot-
tom and to the jackets surrounding the cylinders. It is 
there heated up and returns to top of radiator. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
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1. Film 
3. Ignition system. 
a. Battery care. 
(1) Check water level. 
(2) With no lights on, battery indicator should 
show a charge at 25 m.p.h. 
b. Spark Plugs. 
(1) Have them checked and cleaned periodically. 
4. Safety and Economy. 
a.. Brakes. 
(1) Grip of brake drums on all wheels must be 
even. 
(2) Have them adjusted immediately. 
b. Lights. 
(1) Lights too high will blind oncoming cars. 
(2) One-eyed cars dangerous. 
c. Tire maintenance. 
(1) Medium pressure best. 
' · (2) Bad wheel alignment hard on tires. 
(3) Quick starts and stops hard on tires. 
(4) Rotate tires every 5000 miles. 
Audio-Visual ~ for Above Text Outline 
Source 
a. 'Periodic Checkups" 2 
{i) Objective: To stress the importance of periodic 
checkup of a car, including tuning up engine, ser-
vice in brake system, inspecting steering system, 
and inspecting chassis ~and body. 
2. Diagrams. 
Source 
a. Gasoline G~uge, p. 9 2c 
Illustrates a typical gasoline gauge on the dashboard 
of an automobile. 
b. Ammeter. (Batter Condition) p. 12 2c 
Indicates the charge and discharge of a battery. 
c. Speedometer, p. 13 12c 
Indicates that the most economical driving speed is 
35 m.p.h. 
d. Tire Rotation, p. 36 12c 
Shows how tires should be rotated every 5000 miles. 
e. Lubrication, p. 17 12c 
The points to be considered in automobile lubrication. 
3. Graph. 
4. 
a. Tire Pressure, p. 33 l2c 
This graph indicates that incorrect tire pressure 
reduces tire life by: 
32% for 5 lbs. under pressure. 
38% for 6 lbs. under pressure. 
52% for 9 lbs. under pressure. 
Cartoon 
a. ttGodfrey McGadgettt P•· 27 36b 
Godfrey spares no expense for fancy automobile acces-
sories and gadgets but neglects the brakes. 
11 3 
II. Suggested Activities. 
1. Draw a diagram, on 22" x 28" oaktag, of the four-
stroke cycle of an internal combustion engine. 
2. On 22" x 28" oaktag, diagram the flow of power from 
the engine to the rear wheels. Use various colors to 
illustrate the several units. 
3. Prepare a diagram of the dashboard of a typical car. 
4. · Prepare a graph showing t he increase of driving costs 
as speed increases. 
5. Make a list of all accessories and a dditional equip-
ment and devices which are on the market for automo-
biles. 
6. Arrange for the class to visit a well-equipped service 
station to observe the procedure in t he inspection 
and lubrication of the automobile. 
7. Make a list of driving habits which will result in 
low-cost car operatiort. 
8. Prepare a chart showing periodic tire rotation. 
1 ~4 
.1_ .1.. . 
III. 
1. 
2. 
6. 
8. 
9. 
Additional References 
American Standards Association, InsSection Reluire-
ments for Motor Vehicles, American tandards ssocia-
tion, New York, New York. 
Automobile Manufactures Association, Automobile Facts 
~ Figures, New York, New York. 
Flaherty, John J., Youth At~ Wheel, J. B. L~pincott 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Frazer and Jones, Motor Vehicles and Their Engines, 
D. Van Nostrum Co., 250 Fourth Ave., New York, New 
York, 1930. 
Hobbs, Elliott & Consoliver, The Gasoline Automobile, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company. 
Kuns, Ray F., Automotive Essentials, The Bruce Pub-
lishing Company, New York, 1935. · . 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Check Your Car 
!Q.!: Safety ~ Performance, New York, New York. -
National Bureau of Casualty and Surety Underwriters, 
The State Inspection of Motor Vehicles, New York, 
New ;(ork. 
Palmer and Crooks, Millions Qg Wheels, Vanquard Press, 
ijew York, 1938. 
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UNIT V--THE HIGIDYAY 
Obj e~tives: 
1. To enable students to realize that the chief factor 
in highway engineermg is the safe and efficient 
movement of traffic. 
2. To develop the understanding that the privilege of 
using streets and hi gb:ways is extended equally to all 
citizens. 
3. To show the effect that the development of ,the auto-
mobile is having on road engineering and expansion. 
4. To emphasize the importance ofobserving and obeying 
road marks, signs, and signals. 
asic Text: Man and the Motor Car, pp. 140-162. 
--- -
utline of study. 
I. Content. 
A. Early roads. 
1. Indian trails. 
2. Cleared paths through forests • 
.3. P.rimi ti ve highways. 
a. Paths widened into crude pack trails. 
b. In winter, primitive roads were choked with 
ice and snow. 
c. In spring, blocked with mud. 
d. Trails later surfaced with stone or plank. 
4. Roads built by private companies. 
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a. From 1792 on, private companies built roads 
of stone. 
b. 'Erected toll gates on them. 
c. By 1828, a good highway system was built in 
Pennsylvania which was why Pennsylvania domi-
nated the market. 
5. National Pike (U. s. 40). 
a. 1806 Congress appropriates funds for Pike. 
b. Purpose: To ease movement to "Northwest 
Country." 
' 
6. Trails to West. 
a. Santa Fe Trail in 1832. 
b. Oregon Trail in 1842. 
c. California Trail in 1849. (Gold Rush) 
7. Railroads and bicycles. 
a. Railroads caused a halt on road construction. 
b. Bicycles of the "Gay Nineties" era stimulated 
a need for new roads. 
8. Influence of the motor car. 
a. Unpaved surfaces went to pieces. 
b. Road building not up to pace with increased 
road travel. 
c. Three million miles of roadway in u. s. today. 
d. Trend toward super highways. 
9. Federal Aid. 
11-7 
a. Roadbuilding first left to cities, towns, and 
counties. 
b. In 1893, New Jersey began a state road-
building program. 
c. Federal aid road act in 1916. 
d. In 1921, a federal highway system. 
e. Seven per cent of state highways get federal 
aid today. 
Audio-Visual Aids !:2£ the Above Text Outline 
1. Pictures .for opaque projection. 
a. "The Indian Trail." 
A five by eight color print showing an 
Indian on horseback following an old 
snow trail. 
b. "An Old Plank Road." 
Shows a horse-drawn wagon moving over 
an early road built of wooden planks. 
An empty wagon coming from the opposite 
direction is shown moving off the road 
onto the dirt. 
c. "Dark Ages of the Road. " 
A relatively small wagon, drawn by four 
horses, is mired in mud up to the hubs 
of the wheels. 
Page of 
Source Source 
39 3402 
38 141 
38 142 
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d. "Model-T Ford Mired in Mud." Source ~~~cDJ 
The caption with this picture says, 
"We still have many miles of roads like 
this.'' 
e. "Dirt Road." 
-
This is a 7 1/2 x 9 1/2 print showiilg a 
narrow dirt road. The caption with it 
reads, "Practically all roads used to be 
of dirt. Most of them still are." 
f. "Roads of Yesterday and Today." 
The two illustrations at the top show a 
road in Pennsylvania before and af'ter 
improvement; below, a New York road cut 
into ruts and almost impassable, and as 
it appears in this modern age. 
2. Map for opaque projection. 
a. The Old Santa Fe Trail. 
The route of the trail from Independence, 
Missouri to Santa Fe, New Mexico is shown. 
3. Films. 
a. "Our American Crossroads." 
1. Objective: To show the ef'f'ect the auto-
mobile has had on the development of our 
highway system. 
38 144 
32 41 
39 6141 
39 7238 
12 
2. Content: The m:>vie starts at the time the 
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automobile was first brought out onto the 
highway. As the film continues, it shows how 
the automobile brought new roads and bridges, 
how it broadened our horizons and literally 
moved the farmer and his produce into town, 
and how it transformed typical little cross-
road centers into prosperous suburbs and 
coJIIID.unities. 
This is a new film released for public use 
in January, 1950. 
b. "Development of Transportation." 
Source 
6 
1. Objective: To further develop an under-
standing of early roads and their develop-
ment. 
2. Content: This film is intended to emphasize 
the development of transportation, but in doing 
so, it also shows the development of roads from 
early trails to our present highways. 
o. "Horse Sense vs. Horse Power." 2 
1. Objective: To present scenes of early highways 
and the need for highway development. 
2. Content: Amusing scenes of driving in the early 
days of the horseless carriage. Cars were mired 
deep in the early mud roads and needed horses to 
pull them out. 
-
1 20 
4. Filmstrip. 
a. "Engines, Rails, and Roads." 
Source 
28 
Page o:f 
Source 
1. Objective: To emphasize the importance of the 
development of our highways. 
2. Content: The last section of this filmstrip 
deals with road development. One frame in 
particular has a caption which reads, "Imagine 
driving on a road like this," illustrating an 
early vehicle mired deeply in nnd. 
5. Graphs. 
a. Where roney comes from for highway construction. 
2 40 
This graph compares the source of money for 
road construction in 1921, 1940, and 1943. Money 
comes from the following sources: property tax, 
gas tax, borrowed, motor vehicle license fees, . 
federal aid, and miscellaneous sources. 
b. How the motorist's special tax dollar 
is spent. 2 
1. 41.1% on state highways. 
2. 25.6% on local roads and s treats. 
3. 13.9% on ron-highway purposes. 
4. 12.5% on interest on state highway bonds. 
5. 6.9% other roads. 
6. Pamphlets. 
a. "Federal Aid Priority for Interstate High-
way Network." 2 
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b. 
Congress is considering legislation to wmend the 
Federal Aid Road Act and to carry out its pro-
visions by authorizing appropriations commencing 
with the fisca.l year ending June 30, 1950. This 
pwmphlet contains the testimony of the American 
Automobile Association before the House Subcom-
mittee on Roads on February 5, 1948, with re-
commendations. 
"Proposed Des ign Standards :f or Inter-
regional Highways." 
Source Page of 
Source 
This is a report of the National Regional 
Highway Committee recommending a national 
system of interregional highways. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED J 
B. Highways in open country. 
1. Revising routes. 
30 
a. Highways routed aro1.md congested areas. 
b. Main ~ighway should by-pass business .district. 
2. Design and construction. 
a. Widening the paved way. 
(1) Formerly eight-foot lanes. 
(2} Eleven or twelve feet today. 
{ 3) Street .further wide ned on curves. 
(4) · Number of lanes increased at approaches 
to cities. 
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b. Curves and hills. 
(1) Curves located away from hilltops. 
(2) Hill crests being rounded off. 
(3) Curves produce powerful side thrust on car. 
(a) Curves are banked. 
(b) Centrifugal force being counteracted by 
pressure of road against tires. 
(4) Safe speed marked with signs. 
c. Centerline markings. 
{1} Little used ten years ago. 
(2) Double line coming in use. 
(a) If both lines solid, center lines · are not 
to be crossed. 
(b) When one line is broken (dashes), center 
may be crossed from broken side but not 
from solid side. Usually found on hills 
and blind curves. 
d. Clover leafs. 
(1) "Eliminates the crossing of cars on the same 
level, by an over and underpassing method. 
(2) Eliminates left turn across traffic. 
e. Circle intersections. 
(1) At intersections where more than tv.x:> roads 
meet. 
(2) All traffic moves in the same direction 
around a circle. 
12 3 
1. 
(3) Reaching circle, a car turns right until 
it comes to a road which it intends to 
leave, then turns · right again. 
r. Multiple lane highways. 
(1) The trend in multiple lane design is to 
eliminate as many grade intersections as 
possible. 
(2) A division strip in the center, so that all 
cars travel in one direction only. 
(3) Four lane better than six lanes. 
(a) Tb.e object is to have single direction 
streams or cars. 
1. Two and rour lanes encourage this. 
2. Six lanes encourage dodging, weaving, and 
overtake passing. 
Audio-Visual Aids ~the Above Text Outline 
Pictures ror opaque projection. 
a. Circle Intersection. 
A photograph or a circle intersection in 
Cainden, New Jersey showing six roads 
leading into it. What ~uld trarf'ic be 
like if' all six intersected without a 
circle? 
b. Circle Intersection. 
Photograph of' a circle intersection with 
five roads leading in to it. 
Source 
2d 
38 
Page or 
Source 
35 
152 
124 
I 
c. Cloverleaf Intersection. Source 
2d 
Photograph of a cloverleaf intersection 
with an arrow superimposed to show how a 
left tum is accomplished by making a 
series of right turns. 
d. Cloverleaf Intersection. 3B 
Photograph of another cloverleaf intersection. 
e. Cloverleaf Intersection. 32 
An enlarged photograph of another cloverleaf 
intersection. 
f. Streamlined Intersection. 3B 
'!his photograph shows another intersection 
design which seems to be a combination of circle 
and cloverleaf. 
g. Elongated Cloverleaf. 
A variation of the cloverleaf is shown in 
this photograph. 
h. Future Highway. 3B 
Photograph from "Futurama" exhibited at the 
New York World's Fair. Will future highways 
look like this? 
1. Diamond Intersection. 2d 
This photo shows how a left turn is made on 
a minor street and not on the express highway. 
2. Pamphlets. 
Page of 
Source 
37 
151 
44 
149 
155 
161 
36 
a. "Society's Responsibilities." 2d 30-40 
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'lhis section entitled "Highways for the Motor Age" 
explains how roads change with needs, improving 
intersections, and highway engineering. 
b. "New Main Arteries for a New Era." 
Page of 
Source Source 
-
A two-page pamphlet or leaflet with 
thirteen photographs of roads and inter-
sections. The purpose of this leaflet is 
to gain public backing for the proposed 
interstate highway network. 
3. Diagrams. 
a. Cloverlea f Highway. 
This diagram gives a clearer picture of 
how a cloverleaf functions, than do the 
preceding photographs. 
b. Islands. 
How "islands" aid both pedestrian and 
motorists are shown here. 
4. Films. 
a. "Horizons Unlimited." 
2 
2d 
2d 
2 
This film deals with modern highways and the 
need for sate highway transportation, especially 
for commercial vehicles. 
b. "Futurama." 12 
' 
You are taken on a trip through the world of 
tomorrow as displayed by the- General Motors 
Futurama 'Exhibit at the New York World's Fair 
38 
55 
126 
in 193 9 and 1940. Roads, intersections, shopping 
sidewalks one floor above street level, the parking 
problem, and other designs of the :f"Uture are shown. 
c. "To New Horizons." Source 12 
This film, in color, is a follow-up of the film, 
"Futurama," the world of tomorrow as seen by Norman 
Bel Geddes, the famous designer. This film is not 
entirely devoted to highways of the future. Also 
shown are cities, bridges, airfields, dams, canals, 
etc. 
5. Filmstrip. 
a. "Planned Highway Safety." Source 9 
In this filmstrip good road planning and construction 
is erqphasized and the need for uniform traffic laws 
and correct signs and signals is brought out. 
6. Models. 
a. Model of a cloverleaf' highway. 
(1) Purpose: To supplement pictures of' the cloverleaf 
type of intersection and by so <bing, to clarify it. 
(2) Construction: From pictures, construct a small 
scale model of' the cloverleaf' highway by using sand, 
clay, or plaster o~ paris. The only problem will be 
the bridge. A piece of wood can be used to s:re.n 
the lower road. It will then be covered with what-
ever material is used. 
b. Model of a circle intersection. 
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(1} Purpose: Same as for cloverleaf intersection. 
(2) Construction:. Follow the same method suggested 
for the cloverleaf highway using pictures of circle 
intersections. 
c. Traffic board and toy cars. 
{1} Purpose: To illustrate and demonstrate the use of 
the several center-line markings and multiple lane 
highways. 
(2) Construction and use of the traffic board has pre-
viously been covered in this paper. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CO:NTINUED) 
c. City street. 
1. Automatic stop and go signals. 
a. Three colors: red at top, yellow in middle, 
and green at the bottom. 
b. Some just two colors: red and green. 
c. Synchronized lights. 
(1) Lights timed to work together. 
(2) Through traffic is given larger intervals on 
the green light. 
2. Intersection design. 
a. Intersections designed to enforce one traffic 
flow. 
b. Guide lines aid mtorist. 
c. Traffic crossings are laid out at a near right 
angle. 
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3. Street illumination. 
a. Designed to aviod glare. 
b. Uniform lighting. 
c. Special illumination at danger points. 
{1) Reflector buttons. 
(2) Flood lights. 
(3) Spot lights. 
(4) Reflector signs. 
Audio-Visual Aids f.2!: ~ Above Text Outline 
1. Pictures for opaque projection. Page of Source Source 
a. Congested city street. 
The concentrated flow of traffic on a busy 
city one-way street (such as Tremont Street 
in Boston) is shown. Practically every 
32 
inch of the road is used up with three lines 
of' cars, bumper to bumper. 
b. Pedestrian signal. 
A picture of a pedestrian signal combined 
with the three-light traffic signal. 
2. Chart. 
a. Progressive traffic signal. 
Chart shows how signals are timed for a 
certain car speed so tha. t as the ear will 
reach each intersection, the light turns 
to green. 
3. Diagrams. 
32 
2e 
47 
52 
35 
1 0) ~ . f..! i] 
a. 
Source 
Speed control at intersections. 
This diagram shows a black band whi cb. 
varies in width from intersections to 
areas not at intersections. Speed varies 
with the width or the band. In short, the 
chart shows where to decrease and inerease 
speed in relation to intersections. 
2e 
b. City intersections. 2e 
Here is shown the areas which should be 
used in making right and left turns at city 
intersections. 
e. City intersections. 
":x:' s" placed in the intersection area 
show where conflicting points exist. 
4. Films. 
a. "Seeing Green." 
In this mvie is S:l.own the work traffic 
lights are doing to make streets and high-
ways safe for mtorists and pedestrians. 
2e 
16 
Also included are o onstruction details of these 
lights and the method of operation. We are 
taken to various parts of the e oun try and 
are shown the various types of traffic lights, 
and a need for standardization is emphasized. 
This film helps create a better understanding 
of the problems of traffic s are ty. 
Page of 
Souree 
39 
40 
41 
b. "You Bet Your Life." Source 2 
A cartoon presentation of the meaning of traffic signs 
and · signals and the importance of observing them. Also 
pictured are the mst common traffic violations with an 
explanation of the reasons why they must be avoided. 
5. Filmstrips. 
a. "Traffic Jam Ahead." Source 2 
.. 
Made during the last war, this filmstrip emphasizes war-
intensified traffic accident hazards and looks ahead to 
the post-war period. A practical program for post-war 
safety and engineering is outlined. 
b. "Signs of Life." Source 25 
This is an excellent filmstrip for use in the discussion 
of signs and signals. The en tire strip deals with high-
way signs and signals. 
c. "'ft"iangle of Sa:f'ety." Source 2 
In this filmstrip, the combination of good roads, good 
cars, and good drivers is emphasized. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
D. Route numbers and maps. 
1. Shield - standard federal marker. 
2. Maps make it easy tor nntorists to plan a l .ong trip. 
3. Maps show kind of roads to be encountered. 
a. Black line - hard roads. 
b. Broken line - gravel roads. 
c. Dotted line - dirt road. 
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Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
-- -----,.;;,.;;;;=- Source 
1. Maps. 
a. Shell road maps. 18 
b. Texaco road maps. 18 
c. Amoco road maps. 18 
A study of these maps, or maps obtained from other 
gasoline producers, will enable students to familiarize 
themselves with local route numbers. Sample plans for long 
trips can be worked out with the approximate distances 
figured out, and roads to be avoided. Many drivers today 
cannot read road maps, , probably because it is not a required 
item in obtaining a driver's license, but sufficient time 
should be spent in a course such as this to enable all 
students to be able to read a map. 
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II. Suggested Activities. 
1. W~ke simple sketches illustrating a circle and a 
cloverleaf intersection with explanation~ of the ValU9s 
of each of these. 
2. From the local police records, make a survey of the 
most dangerous intersections in your community. Make 
suggestions as to how you think their design can be 
improved. 
3. Prepare a list, with descriptions, of the improvements 
the local highway department or state department have 
made at intersections in your community during the past 
five years. 
4. Make a poster showing the various stages of the de-
velopment of the road from the path to the super-
highway. Use either sketches or photographs. 
5. Write an essay on the influence the automobile has 
had on highway pla~ing and construction. 
6. Make a chart showing the annual costs of highway 
construction and repair in your town. 
7. Make a survey of the road signs and signals in your 
community. Tell whether or not you think there are 
enough. What recommendations would you mke? 
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III. 
1. 
2. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Additional References. 
Bauer, J. L., Building Safetz Into the Rural Roads, 
American Automobile Association;-waShrngton, D. c. 
Gregory, J. W., The St~ of: the Road from the Be-
ru:nning Down to A. D. -;-London, Alexander -
· clehose and-rrompany, 1. 
Halsey, Maxwell, Traffic Accidents and Congestion, 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1941. 
Hammond and Kreml, Traffic ~ngineering and the 
Police, National Conservation~ureau, · N~ork, 1941. 
Institute of Traffic Engineers and National Con-
servation Bureau, Traffic Engineering Handbook, 60 
John Street, New York, New York. 
Johannessen, Sigvald, High.wa' Economics, New York, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19 1. 
National Conservation Bureau, Manual of Traffic 
Engineering Studies, 60 John Street, Ire"w York, New 
York. . 
New Jersey Motor Vehicle Department, A Standard Code 
for Traffic Control Signal Installation and Oper~ 
atron, State House, Trenton, New Jersey.---
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UNIT VI--THE IEUESTRIAN 
Objectives: 
1. To develop in the students sound pedestrian prac-
tices. 
2. To show the need for sidewalks, crosswalks, safety 
, zones, etc. 
3. To develop an understanding concerning the rights 
of pedestrians and the laws and regulations in-
volved. 
4. TO develop an appreciation of the cooperation needed 
between drivers and pedestrians. 
Basic Te:x:t: Man ~the Motor Car, Chapter 14. 
Outline of Study. 
I. Content. 
A. The pedestrian problem. 
1. Two fifths of accidents involve pedestrians. 
2. Two points of view. 
a. Older people who never learned to drive have 
not adapted themselves to modern speed and 
have too much confidence in the driver. 
b. Younger people think they can "stop the car 
on a dime." 
3. Darkness. 
a. Pedestrians think that headlight glare makes 
them stand out. 
• 
• 
b. Tb the driver, the pedestrian is just another 
of the many vague shapes. 
c. Pedestrian should consider himself invisible 
and walk accordingly. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
Pictures for opaque projection • Source 
a. Between the dark and the daylight. 33 
The picture on the cover of the September 
issue of Spotlight, a Massachusetts Motor 
Vehicle monthly publication, shows that the 
pedestrian at night is a deceptive shadow. 
b. A rush hour traffic scene. 
Shows how greatly pedestrians outnumber 
motor vehicles. 
Graphs and Tables • 
2b 
a. Actions of pedestrians resulting in deaths and 
injuries. 36b 
Pedestrians Per Pedestrians Per 
killed cent injured cent 
Crossing ot intersection: 
With signal 290 2.8 22,590 6.8 
Against signal 620 6.1 31,610 9.5 
No signal 1,300 12.7 41,210 12.4 
Diagonally 200 2.0 5,320 1.6 
Crossing between intersections 3,320 32.4 86,730 26.1 
Waiting for or getting on or 
off street car 50 .5 1,650 .5 
Standing on safety isle 30 .3 660 .2 
Getting on or off other vehicle 90 .9 5,320 1.6 
Children playing ia street 760 7.4 50,510 15.2 
At work in road 320 3.1 8,970 2.7 
Riding or hitching on vehicle 110 1.1 2,640 .a 
Coming from behind parked 
car 720 7 .0 43,860 13.2 
Walking on rural highway 1,730 16.9 13,620 4.1 
Not on roadway 430 4.2 14,290 4.3 
Miscellaneous 270 2.6 3,320 1.0 
TOTAL 10,240 100.0 332,300 100.0 
Page of 
Source 
46 
8 
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b. Pedestrian fatalities by age. 
. .1:-'a ge o :r· Source Source 
2b 55 
An analysis of 201,601 pedestrian accidents as 
reported by 13 states to American Automobile Associatkm 
in 1944. 
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c. Analysis of pedestrian fatalities for an 8-year study 
period in Washington, D. C. (1936-1944)--conducted by 
American Automobile Association: 
208 were crossing no·t at crosswalk 
73 were crossing in crosswalk 
44 were crossing against signal 
27 from between parked ears 
23 were walking in street 
21 were intoxicated 
20 were boarding or leaving streetcar 
11 were eros sing with signal 
7 were on sidewalk 
7 were crossing diagonally 
5 were standing in safety zone 
28 miscellaneous actions 
2b 
43.9% 
15.4% 
9-3% 
5.7% 
4.8% 
4-4% 
4.2% 
2.3% 
1.5% 
1.5% 
1.1% 
5.9% 
63 
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(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
B. Tactics and rules. 
1. Signaling. 
a. Shirt position signaling. 
(1) Show drivers your intention. 
(2) Move one step in intended direction and stop. 
b. Don't rules. 
(1) Don't step from behind parked cars. 
(2} Don't step out from behind any other screen. 
(J) After parking, don't step from driver's side. 
2. Crossing the street. 
a. Use position signal first. 
b. Look, first to left, then right. 
c. Cross on light signal. · 
d. Cross at intersections. 
e. Cross at even pace. 
f'. Cross at right angles in straight line. 
g. Pass oncoming pedestrians to right. 
). Distractions. 
a. Advertising • 
. (1) Shop signs and display windows. 
(2) Recognizing friends. 
(3) Reading shopping list. 
(4) Hurrying over late appointment. 
(5} Hurrying to catch bus. 
(6} Disputing on when to start to cross. 
1 ')0 . 0 0 
(7) Sudden public excitements. 
b. Physical handicaps. 
{1) Carrying parcels obstruct view. 
{2) Drinking alcoholic beverages • 
. c. Street cars. 
(1) After alighting, cross behind street car. 
(2) When using a safety zone, stand facing 
traffic. 
d. Walking on open highway. 
{1) Walking on highway shoulder. 
(2) Walk facing oncoming traffic. 
(J) Step off highway when two cars are passing. 
(4) Consider yourself invisible at night. 
(5) Wear or carry something white at night. 
Audio-Visual .Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Films: Source 
a. "Adventures of the Walkers." 
Illustrated in this film are two families of 
pedestrians--one doing the right things in 
regard to pedestrian actions and the other 
doing the wrong things. 
26 
b. "Heedless Hurry, Endless Worry." 2 
Safe pedestrian habits are emphasized in this 
motion picture which illustrates both s a:fe and 
unsafe practices. 
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c. "Stepping Pretty." 
Source 
25 
This is a one-minute motion picture trailer in 
sound, showing an attractive pair of legs 
demonstrating the importance of crossing the 
street in a crosswalk and not in midblook. 
2. Filmstrips. 
a. "Are Your Feet Killing You?" 
America's growing pedestrian problem is por-
trayed in this filmstrip. The various walking 
hazards are illustrated with explanations of 
the correct procedures. 
b. "Stop, Look, and Live." 
A postman, a policeman, and a state policeman, 
three individuals who are well acquainted with 
the problem of walking, give tips on walking 
hazards. 
3. Posters. 
a. Before Crossing Look Left - Look Right. 
Shows an individual looking up t~e. street ~before 
stepping off the curb. 
b. Cross Only at Corners. 
This poster displays wise parents setting a good 
example. 
c. Drive Carefully, Let Them Live and Learn. 
Portrays children playing in the s treat. 
2 
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d. Wait on Curb for Your Go Signal. 
Looking over the shoulder of a pedestrian, the green 
traffic light is seen. 
e. Hold Your Umbrella High in Traffic. 
Portrays a walker whose view is obstructed by an 
umbrella. 
4. Cartoons. 
a. Sally Squeezepenny 
b. J. P. Bulboomer 
(See accompanying illustrations) 
5. Pamphlets. 
a. "How Cities Protect Pedestrians." 
'!his pamphlet with over forty photographs, 
illustrated reproductions of posters, charts 
and graphs, and reproduced newspaper articles, 
shows how many cities in the United States use 
novel and practical ideas for the purpose of 
improving an existing community pedestrian 
Source 
36b 
.36b 
2 
protection program. Source 
"Driver and Pedestrian Responsibilities." 2 
Page of 
Source 
b. 
.46-65 
Pedestrian fatalities, pedestrian attitudes, 
pedestrians at night, non•driving pedestrians, 
and jaywalkers are thoroughly covered in this 
pamphlet. 
6. Models 
a. Traffic board and toy cars. 
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(1) Purposes: To demonstrate the method of signaling 
by shifting positions, the proper way to cross a 
street, and procedures when alighting from a 
street car. 
(2) Construction and use of the traffic board have 
been previously covered in this paper. 
. (TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
c. How to improve walking. 
1. Thorough education. 
a. Elderly non-drivers beyond formal teaching. 
b. Young drivers take home good walking habits. 
c. Youth can help promote safety campaigns. 
d. School safety patrols. 
e. Safety education in classroom. 
2. Street improvement. 
a. Reflector buttons and painted markings to show 
crosswalks clearly. 
b. Safety islands on wide streets. 
c. Walk and wait signals. 
3. Legislation and enforcement. 
a. Violators given a warning. 
b. In some states it is illegal to jaywalk. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Films. 
a. "Between the Lines." 
Source 
2 
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A group of children deDJOnstrate to the town mayor 
the necessity for crosswalk markings at intersections. 
b. "Once Upon a Time." Source 21 
A fifteen-minute technicolor animated cartoon picture 
showing various satety situations. 
c. "1-2-3--Go." Souree 2,25 
A sixteen-minute Our Gang Comedy. The gang members 
organize a safety club. 
d. "Safety to and from School." Source 2,25 
Shows how, when, and where to cross a street in safety. 
e. "Street Safety for Advail.ced Grades." Source 2 
In this sixteen-minute movie, operation of school 
safety patrols and safe walking practices are illus-
trated. 
2. Posters. 
a. Obey Your Safety Patrol. Source 2 
Shows a safety patrol member signaling for ohildm n 
to stop. 
b. Keep From Between Parked Cars. Source 2 
A 11 ttle boy and girl are about to step between parked 
cars. 
c. Look Both Ways Before Crossing. Source 2 
A cocker spaniel instead of a human being is the main 
character in this poster. He shows good sense by 
looking before stepping off the curb. 
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d. Wear White Arter Dark. Source 2 
Portrays two boys and a girl all wearing white against 
a dark background. 
e. Cross Only on Corners. Source 2 
A typical downtown intersection is portrayed with ~otted 
lines showing the correct crossing areas. 
f. Watch for Turning Cars. Source 2 
A boy and his dog are running off 'the corner curb while 
a oar is beginning to make the turn. 
g. Be Extra Alert on Rainy Days. Source 2 
Shows a girl with umbrella up high carefully approach-
ing the curb to avoid slipping off in front of oncoming 
car. 
h. One Rider for Safety. Source 2 
A boy on his bike without an extra passenger. 
i. Play Away from Traffic. Source 2 
Two boys are playing leap frog with traffic shown in 
the distant background. 
j. Walk on Left Facing Traffic. Source 2 
Portrays a teen-age boy o orrectly walking on th,e left 
side of the road. 
3. Pamphlets. 
a. "Guide for Teaching Safety." Source 2 
A twenty-eight page pamphlet with pictures, diagrams, 
graphs, charts, posters, and tables designed to be of 
use to teachers of elementary grades who teach traffic 
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safety. It presents a guide and suggestions tor a good 
school safety program and otters many activities for the 
whole school. 
b. ttSpeaking of Pedestrian Protection." Source 2 
An eighteen-page pamphlet printed tor anyone having the 
duties or spreading knowledge on pedestrian accidents 
and their prevention. It discusses pedestrian fatality 
facts, the pedestrian problem, what's to be done, and 
hints on pedestrian protection talks. 
II. Suggested Activities. 
1. Make a list of ten safety rules for pedestrians. 
2. Fram your local police station, obtain facts concern-
ing pedestrian accidents during the past ten years. 
a. Construct a table illustrating your findings. 
b. Locate the loca tiona of these accidents on a map 
of your town. 
3. For one week make a list of pedestrian violations that 
you see. 
4. Make an original poster Ulustra ting a safety rule. 
5. Write an essay on "The Greatest Pedestrian Problem in 
Our Community" and suggest solutions to the problem. 
6. From the elementary school principal get information 
and give a report on the operation of safety patrols 
in our elementary schools. 
7. Make a scrap book of newspaper clippings regarding 
pedestrian accidents. 
III. Additional References. · 
1. 
2. 
3· 
6. 
8. 
Allen, T., Safe and Sane Use of Highways, E. M. Hale 
& Company, Milwaukee-;-wfsconsiil. 
American Automobile Association, Driver and Pedestrian 
Responsibilities, Washington, D. C. -
American Society of Municipal Engineers, Highway Side-
walks Committee Report, 1932-1933. 
Bennet, Richard o., '!he Bicycle and Traffic Safety, 
Northwestern University '!'raffle satety Institute, 
Evanston, Illinois, 1937. 
Blanchard, A. H., The Lefal Rignts of Pedestrians, 
Institute of 'l.Taffmng neers, New-york, New York, 
1932. 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, The Safe Walkers 
Memo Book, New York, New York. - . 
National Safety Council, Accident Facts, Chicago, 
Illinois. 
Travelers Insurance Company, How Safely Do You Drive 
and Walk, Hartford, Connecticut. --
UNIT VII--ACCIDENTS . 
Objectives: 
1. To acquaint students with causes of accidents. 
2. To develop an understanding that accidents are caused-
they do not happen. 
3. To develop a feeling of intolerance toward careless 
driving. 
4. 'lb acquaint students with the things they should do , 
when they have an accident. 
5. To develop an understanding of' the three "E' s" of 
traffic safety--education, enforcement, and engineer-
ing. 
Basic Text: Man and the Motor Car, Chapters 16, 17, and 18. 
--- -
Outline of Study. 
I. Content. 
A. Aocident: causes. 
1. The driv.er. 
a. Health. 
(1) Driving while ill. 
(2) Defective vision and hearing. 
(3) Emotional instability. 
(4) Deformed driver. 
b. Intoxication. 
(1) Effects of alcohol on the nervous system. 
(2) Effects upon sld.ll and reaction. 
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(3) Effects of alcohol upon his attitude. 
c. .Discourtesy. 
d. Faulty driving habits .and attitudes. 
e. "Types" of drivers. 
(1) Accident prcne. 
{2) 'Ihe "Sunday" driver. 
{3} The show-off. 
f. The effects of drugs. 
g. Causes relating to age of a driver. 
(1) Errors of a young driver. 
(2) Deficiencies of elderly drivers. 
h. Causes following law violations. 
2. Pedestrian accident causes. 
a. Bad practices in street crossing. 
b. Faulty attitudes tonard laws and drivers. 
c. Habits of child pedestrians. 
;. Causes relating to defective motor vehicles. 
a. Motor and operating mechanism defects. 
b. Defects resulting from neglect. 
(1) Dirty windshield. 
(2 .} Broken windshield wiper. 
(3) The "one-eyed" car. 
(4.) Worn tires • 
. (5) Bad brakes. 
4. The highway causes. 
a. Width. 
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b. Hills and curves. 
c. Bridges and underpasses. 
d. Grade crossings. 
e. Blind intersections. 
f. Holes and ruts. 
g. Soft shoulders. 
h. Inadequate warnings and markings. 
5. Conditions. 
a. Weather. 
b. Night. 
Audio-Visual Aids for the Above Text Outline 
1. Films. 
a. "Live--And Let Live." 
Th.ree-dimensional scale model animator is used in 
this film to demonstrate ten of the leading causes 
of highway accidents in the country today. The 
audience can see the unsafe driving practices and 
the reason for each safety suggestion. 
Source 
~ 
b. "Guilty." 7 
IJhe results ot disregarding the warnings of sate 
driving practices is illustrated showing wherein 
~ies -the blame. 
c. "It's Wanton Murder." 
Carelessness is one ot the major causes of ac-
cidents. The tragedy of carelessness on our 
streets and highways is depicted in this movie. 
2 
Source 
This film aims at driving home the seriousness of 
safe and sane driving, and the amount of responsi-
bility one carries when s1 t ting behind the wheel. 
d. "Once Upon a Time." 
An animated cartoon emphasizing the effect of care-
lessness and discourtesy on the zoounting toll of 
deaths caused by automobile accidents. 
e. "That They May Live." 
., 
Consequences of careless driving,espeeially 
speeding, is dramatically portrayed in this 
motion picture. This film should serve to drive 
home a desire for sate and sane driving. 
:r. "And Sudden Death." 
'nle dangers of dr.unken driving are emphasized in 
this film. 
21 
15 
10 
2. Comic Strips. 
:Page of 
Source Source 
a. "Don't Be a Weary Willie." lla 
- . 
Shows the effect fatigue has on one's 
reaction. 
b. "Showing Off." lla 
' 
Al Esper, Ford's chief engineer, shows Don that 
smooth, safe driving is the only wa:y to show oft:. 
3· Cartoons. 
a. "Joe Glow." 36b 
Joe Glow, the intoxicated driver, creates a 
havoc up and down the street. 
7 
11 
25 
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b. "Gaston B. Galahad." 
Galahad shows a complete disregard 'tor 
other drivers by wea,ving in and out of 
traffic. 
Source 
36b 
c. ttQ,uincy Straigh tline." 36b 
Sneaking tbrou~ a red light. 
I,.. Pamphlets. 
a. "Spotlight." 33 
This pamphlet is published monthly by the 
Registry of Motor Vehicles. The copy re-
ferred to here is the September, 1949, issue 
which is typical of all the issues. Con-
tained within are items such as: teen-age 
drivers accident involvement, current death 
tolls, accident prevention activities, 
license sus pens ions and revocations, radio 
activities, special studies, and many other 
items. 
5. Tables. 
Page of 
Source 
5 
29 
a. Traffic accident record in the United States during the 
year 1948 as compiled by Harry Barsantee, Supervisor of 
the Travelers Insurance Company News Bureau. 
TABLE 1-Types of Accidents Resulting in Deaths and Injuries 
• 
Persons Per Persons Per 
killed cent injured cent 
COLLISION WITH: 
Pedestrian 10,240 31.8 332,300 22.6 
Automobile 9,710 30.1 768,670 52.3 
Horse-drawn· vehicle 60 .2 2,800 .2 
Railroad train 1,210 3.8 8,020 .5 
Street car 90 .3 16,670 1.1 
Other vehicle 220 .7 5,600 .4 
Fixed object 3,100 9.6 107,380 7.3 
Bicycle 580 1.8 42,380 2.9 
Non-collision 6,770 21.0 178,480 12.1 
Miscellaneous 220 .7 8,700 .6 
TOTAL 32,200 100.0 1,471,000 100.0 
TABLE 2-Actions of Drivers Resulting in Deaths and Injuries 
. , Persons 
Per Persons Per 
killed cent injured cent 
Exceeding speed limit 10,080 44.4 338,410 36.4 
On wrong side of road 3,540 15.6 102,270 11.0 
Did not have right-of-way 2,880 12.7 202,680 21.8 
Cutting in 140 .6 21,380 2.3 
Passing standing street car 20 .1 930 .1 
Passing on curve or hill 160 .7 3,720 .4 
Passing on wrong side 820 3.6 24,170 2.6 
Failed to signal and improper 
signaling 570 2.5 64,150 6.9 
Car ran away-na driver 20 .1 930 .1 
Drove off roadway 1,000 4.4 28,820 3.1 
Reckless driving 3,040 13.4 116,210 12.5 
Miscellaneous 430 1.9 26,030 2.8 
TOTAL 22,700 100.0 929,700 100.0 
. 
(TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED) 
B. Paying for accidents. 
1. Liability. 
a. Owner liable for damage done by his car. 
(1} Commercial concerns liable for its employees. 
{2) Cab companies liable i'or damage done by its 
taxicabs. 
{3) Automobile owner liable for injuries caused 
by anyone using his car. 
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b. Liability of the driver. 
(1) Driver is clear if accident caused by faulty 
brakes or ligats. 
(2) In most cases, driver is liable. 
2. In case or accidents. 
a. First aid if necessary. 
b. Exchange of information. 
(1) Names and addresses. 
( 2) Insurance data. 
(.3) Auto registration and drivers license. 
c. Securing witnesses. 
d. Photograph, sketches, or diagrams. 
e. Measurement of distances, positions of cars. 
f. Note weather conditions and time of day. 
g. In the event or death or injury, report accident 
to local police and, in writing, to the registrar . 
.3. Insurance. 
a. Two general types. 
(1) Loss to owner. 
(a) Theft of. car. 
(b) Destruction by rire or collision. 
(c) Bodily injury to owner. 
(2) Injury to another person or car. 
b. Liability insurance. 
(1) Bodily injury liability. 
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• 
(a) Usually $5,000 maximum for one person. 
(b} $10,000 maximum for more than one person. 
(2) Propert~ liability. 
(a) Protects insured only against claims for 
damage his car has done. 
c. "Compulsory" insurance. 
Massachusetts is the only state that has made 
bodily injury insurance compulsory. 
Audio-Visual Aids ~ ~ Above Text Outline 
Films. Source 
a. "Let • s Count the Cost.'' 1 
How rising prices and wages have increased the 
cost of the average claim resulting from an 
automobile accident and how careless driving has 
increased the number of such claims is shown in 
this fUm. .Also explained in simple detail is 
how automobile insurance rates are set. In con-
clusion, the fUm makes a plea for safe driving 
and action by an aroused citizenry to prevent 
automobile accidents and thus save lives, property, . 
and money. 
b. "Hit-and-Run ·nriver." 7 
'lids mvie tells the story of a hit-and-run driver 
with all emotional impact. The steps in tracking 
him down are dramatically portrayed. 
15fi 
2. Filmstrips. Source 
a. "If It Happens." 7 
Illustrated and explained in this strip are the 
things which one should do in the event of an 
accident. 
b. "Life Savers of the Highway." 
This film is also devoted to what one must do in 
the event of an accident except that the material 
is confined solely to first aid, what first aid 
should be given, and what should not be done if 
there is a danger of further injuring the victim. 
c. "On Record." 
How traffic records are compiled and used are 
brought out in this filmstrip. 
3. Insurance Policy. 
15 
25 
a. Use any auto insurance policies; expired, in effect, or 
blank, for class discussion. The opaque projector will 
come in handy if sufficient copies of blanks are not 
available from local insurance agents. 
4. Guest Speaker. 
a. Any local automobile insurance agent will welcame the 
opportunity to come in and discuss the various forms 
and types of automobile insurance. 
{TEXT OUTLINE CONTINUED l 
· c. Preventing accidents. 
1. The three "E' s • " 
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2. 
a. Education. 
b. 
c. 
(1) Elementary schools. 
(a) Safety education. 
(b) School patrols. 
(c) Lectures by staff of registry. 
(2) High schools. 
(a) Driver education. 
(b) Driver training. 
(3) College. 
(a) Safety-education courses for teachers. 
(b) Research. 
Enforcement. 
(1) License laws. 
(2) Various agencies. 
(3) Courts. 
Engineering. 
(1) Automobiles. 
(2) Highway. 
(3) Traffic. 
Organizations. 
a. Public Roads Administration. 
b. u. s. Office of Education. 
c. Interstate Commerce Commission. 
d. National Conference on Street and Highway. 
e. .American Associati.on of Motor Vehicle Adminis-
trators. 
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r. The National Sarety Council. 
g. The National Conservation Bureau. 
h. The National Education Association. 
i. The Institute or Trarric Engineers. 
j. 'lhe American Automobile Association. 
k. The Automotive Sarety Foundation. 
1. The .American Legion. 
m. The National Congress or Parents and Teacmrs. 
Audio-Visual Aids ror the Above Text Outline 
1. Films. 
a. "When You Know." 
This movie emphasizes . the fact that everyone 
should have driver education and training berore 
driving a car on the highways. 
b. "Behind the Wheel." 
,, 
This General Motors movie is a practical guide 
to learning how to drive. In it are stressed 
the proper attitudes and . driving techniques which 
go rar in preventing accidents. 
2. Filmstrip. 
a. "Mary Jones Goes to Court." 
Falling under the heading "Enrorcement" or the 
three "E's," this rilmstrip depicts the work or 
the police and the courts in the interest or 
public sarety. 
Source 
16 
12 
25 
15 8 
). Transcriptions. 
a. ~Schools and Highway Safety Education. 
(#5-1-1105 -A-B, 1/2 hour, 2-16 discs, 33 1/3 
R. P. - M.) . 
Three speakers, namel~ William Riordan of the 
Registry, George Higgenbottam of Belmont High 
School, and Father Sherlock of the Boston 
Parochial Schools, discuss safety education in 
the schools from the first grade up through the 
driving program in the high schools. Cooperation 
between the pupils, teachers, and parents is 
stressed. 
b. How -to Save Lives and Prevent Accidents. 
(#5-3-1066 A-B, 1/2 hour, 2-16 inch discs, 33 
1/3 R. P. M.) 
This transcription is one of the New ]!ngland 
Junior Town Meeting discussions for broadcast 
over WBZ. High school students discuss the 
following topics. 
1. Youth at the wheel. 
2. Poor pedestrian habits. 
3. vThat railroads, airlines, and buses are 
doing to prevent accidents. 
4. The home and accidents. 
5. Industry and accidents. 
c. Safety on the Highway. 
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Source 
31 
31 
31 
(#5-1-1073 A-B, 1/2 hour, 2-16 inch discs, 
33 1/3 R. P.M.) 
Source 
A panel discussion on safety on the highway 
consisting of the following speakers: 
1. Anthony Bonzani, Deputy Registrar of 
Motor Vehicles. 
2. Francis P. Lowery, Massachusetts Safety 
Council. 
3. William Riordan, Safety Supervisor, Registry. 
4. Arthur Stevens, President, Auto Safety Assn. 
5. Robert Kretchm.ar, Executive Secretary, Boston 
Auto Club. 
The discussion is centered on the three "E's,u-
education, enforcement, and engineering. 
d. Should Insurance Premiums Be Higher ~ Cars 
~ivan ~ Those Under Twenty-one Years of ~· 31 
(#5-3-1082 A-B, 1/2 hour, 2-16 inch discs, 33 
1/3 R. P.M.} 
A panel discussion of the New England Junior Town 
Meeting Series concerning teen-age drivers and 
insurance. 
e. Boston's Parking Problem. 
(#5-1-1006 A-B, 1/2 hour, 2-16 inch disos, 33 1/3 
R. P. M.) 
George w. Slade, WBZ' s educational director, pre-
sides over a panel discussion on Boston's parking 
problem. All agree that the solution lies in 
31 
Source 
off-street parking areas with a feeling for an 
underground garage under the Boston Common. 
t. ~Story for Tough Guys. 8 
(#B-10 Jb, 15 min., 16 inch disc, 33 1/3 R. P.M.) 
This is the story of an interstate truck driver who 
takes dangerous chances, and .a wife who worries 
about him. Told with action and suspense, the story 
drives home the safety first . message in a forceful 
way. Much of the program content is based on the 
actual findings of fatigue studies conducted by 
the Division of Industrial Hygiene, National In-
stitute of Health. 
4. Pamphlets. 
a. "Preventable Accidents. tt 
This is a new pamphlet {issued January, 1950), 
and one of the best mentioned in this paper. It 
concerns itself with fifteen causes of accidents 
including eight pictures for each cause. Of the 
eight, four pictures illustrate the wrong way and 
four the right way of handling each situation. 
20 
b. "Teen Age Drivers." 20 
This pamphlet is devoted to the growing use of 
the word "teenicide." Because of its growing 
use, Funk ' and Wagnalls will include its de-
finition in their next edition of the dictionary. 
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1. 
Teenicide (Noun) 1. Death caused by automobile 
driver under twenty years of age, usually re-
sult of recklessness or immature judgement; 2. 
A~rm used to denote fact that persons under 
twenty years of age are involved in a dis-
proportionality high number of fatalities in 
the United States.I 
Source 
c. "Driver Training Reduces Traffic Accidents One 
Half." 
The pamphlet represents a study made of the 
Cleveland High School graduates who had taken 
driver education and driver training compared 
. to those who had not taken it. Accident and 
conviction records of all these students were 
checked. As a result, graphs, tables, summaries, 
and conclusions of interest are offered in the 
pamphlet. 
Teen~~ Drivers, Lumberman's Mutual Casualty Company, 
Mutuar-Insuranoe Building, Chicago, Illinois, 1949. 
2 
16 2 
II. Suggested Activities. 
1. Make a scrapbook of newspaper pictures and accounts 
of accidents. 
2. Make a poster or cartoon ill us tra ting a cause of 
motor accidents. 
3. Prepare a list of as many causes of accidents that 
you can fin d. 
4. Make a map spotting the principle places where ac-
cidents occur in your commtmity. 
5. Interview local enforcement group and give a report 
on local accident factors. 
6. Secure and study most recent issue of "Accident 
Facts" from the Nation~l Safety Council in Chicago. 
7. Prepare a debate on the su.bj ect: "Resolved that 
Adults are Safer Drivers than Teenagers. " 
8. Obtain information on what the insurance rates in 
your community is based. 
9. Write an essay on the value of this course in pro-
moting safer driving in this community. 
10. Find out how the accident record of . your state 
compares with other states. 
1 6 3 
III. Additional Rererences. 
1. Aitna Casualty and Surety Company, Saving Seconds, 
Hartrord, Connecticut. 
2. American Association of School Administrators, Safety 
Education 1940 Yearbook. . 
3!0·' Dull, Charles "E., Safety First--.And Last, Henry Holt 
& Company, New York, New York, 1~.-
6. 
7. 
8. 
Lauer, A. R., Disaoilities That Cause Accidents, 
National sarety News, October, 1932, 48 pages. 
National Safety Council, Accident Facts, (Current 
.Annual Issue} National Sarety Council, Chicago, 
Illinois. 
Page, V. W., Prevention of Automobile Accidents, 
Norman W. Henley Publishing Company, 2 West 45th 
Street, New York, . New York, 1932. 
Rosenfeld, Harry N., Liability ror School Accidents, 
Harper and Brothers, New York, New York, 1940. 
United States Bureau of the Census, Report 2!.!_ Fatal 
T.rarric Accidents, Washington, D. c. 
Welday, Ray A., Your Automobile And You, Henry Holt 
and Company, New """YYrk, New York, '193 8. 
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UNIT VIII--BEHIND THE WHEEL 
Objectives. 
1. To develop proper mental and emtional driving 
attitudes. 
2. To develop the following sound driving skills: 
a. Proper starting, shifting, and stopping habits. 
b. Making proper left and right turns. 
c. Backing the oar. 
d. Parking the oar. 
e. Driving and parking on grades. 
f. Driving in traffic. 
Basic Texts: 1. Behind the Wheel 
f---· -
2. Teachers Manual for Sportsmanlike 
Driving 
Outline of Driving Program. 
I. Content. 
A. Lesson 1--The driving compartment. 
1. Procedure. 
a. Gauges. 
(1) Speedometer. 
(2) Odometer. 
(3) Oil pressure gauge. 
(4) .Ammeter. 
(5) Fuel gauge. 
(6) Temperature. 
Source 
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b. Controls. 
(1} Ignition switch. 
( 2) Starter switch. 
(3} Clutch pedal. 
(4) Brake pedal. 
(5) Accelerator pedal. 
(6) Gear shift lever. 
{?) Hand brake lever. 
(8} Choke. · 
(9) Hand throttle. 
(10) Horn • 
.. 
(11) Windshield wiper. 
(12) Lights. 
(13) Radio controls. 
' (14) Heater controls. 
(15) Rear view mirror. 
(16) Front seat control. 
c. Steps in starting the engine. 
(1) Depress clutch. 
(2) Put gear shift in neutral. 
(3) Turn on ignition switch. 
(4) Push starter pedal, or if button, slightly 
depress accelerator and push starter button. 
(5) Choke if needed. 
(6) Clutch pedal up. 
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2. Checking the student before allowing him to go on 
with the next lesson. 
a. Can he name, locate, and explain every control 
and gauge in the compartment? 
b. Can he reach and operate each control without 
hesitation? 
c. Can he start and stop the car smoothly? 
B. Lesson 2.--Starting, shifting, stopping. 
1. Procedure. 
a. Shifting, driving, and stopping in low gear. 
(1) Starting in low gear. 
(a) Follow preceding steps to start the 
engine. 
(b) Press clutch pedal to floor. 
(e} With palm of hand :facing you, shii't to 
low. 
(d) Release hand brake. 
(e) Increase accelerator pressure slightly. 
(f) Allow clutch pedal to come up slowl~, 
slipping clutch through friction point. 
(g) Attain a speed of 8 to 10 m.p.h. 
(2) ·nriving in low gear. 
(a) Correct position oi' hands on s tearing 
wheel: 
1. Right hand at four o'clock. 
2. Lei't hand at ten o'clock. 
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(b) Keep eyes on road. 
(c) Stay on right side of roo.d. 
(3} Stopping in low gear. 
(a) Depress clutch. 
(b) Move right foot to brake pedal. 
( c ) Make s m:> o tb. s top • 
(d) Return gear shift to neutral. 
(e) Set hand brake. 
(r) Remove feat from c lutoh and brake. 
b. Shifting :from low to second gear and stopping. 
(1) Shifting. 
(a} Attain speed of 8 to 10 mph in low gear. 
(b) Depress clutch pedal to floor. 
(c) With palm or hand away from you, shift to 
second. 
(d) Slightly depress accelerator. 
(a) Engage clutch smoothly. 
(f) Attain speed of 15 to 18 m.p.h. 
(2}. Stopping--same as stopping in low gear. 
e. Shifting from second to third and stopping. 
(1) Shifting. 
(a) Repeat preceding steps until car attains 
speed of 15 to 18 m.p.h. in second gear. 
(b) Depress clutch to floor. 
(c) Shift from second to third. {Palm away 
from you.) 
1&8 
(d) Release clutch gradually while acceler-
ating • 
(e) Remove left foot from clutch. 
(2) Stopping. 
(a) Depress brake gradually untll car speed 
is reduced to about 10 m.p.h. 
(b) Depress clutch to floor while continuing 
to depress brake until car comes to a 
smooth stop. 
(c) Return gear shift to neutral. 
( d J Set hand brake. 
' (e) Remove both feet from controls. 
2. Check student before going on to Lesson 3. 
a. Can student "inch" the car forward by slipping 
clutch? 
b. Does he drive in the right lane? 
c. Can he hold any speed under 25 m.p.h. without 
j er king car? 
d. Does he start snoothly, shifting in all forward 
gears including from third to second? 
e. Does he stop properly from any speed? 
c. Lesson 3--Making right and left turns. 
(Review techniques of left and right turns in Unit III) 
1. Give correct hand signal. 
2. Get into proper lane for making turn. 
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3. Use proper driving speed according to conditions, 
radius of turns, etc. 
4. Select correct gear before making turn. 
5. Use hand over hand method of steering. 
6. Keep left foot on clutch pedal in ease it is ne-
cessary to shift or stop. 
7. Enter the correct lane after turn is completed. 
D. Lesson 4--Backing the car. 
1. Procedure. 
a. Depress clutch pedal to floor. 
b. With palm facing you, place shift into reverse. 
e. Release hand brake. 
d. Keep body and head in best viewing position. 
e. Use proper pressure on a ecelerator pedal. 
f. Keep clutch at friction point for good control. 
g. Stop car same as for stopping in low gear. 
2. Check students before going on with Lesson 5. 
a. Does student slip clutch properly? 
b. Does he back in straight line? 
c. Does he depress clutch before brake in stopping? 
E. Lesson 5--Turning around. 
1. Four methods of turning, using a side street, alley 
driveway, etc. 
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a. Nose of car into a side street on the right. 
b. Back of car into a side street on the right. 
c. Back of car into a side street on the left. 
d. Nose of car into side street on the left. 
2. Turning in the width of a road. 
a. Stop car as close to right curb as possible. 
b. Be sure way is clear. 
c. Give left turn signal. 
d. Start inching forward, turning wheels sharply. 
e. When two feet from opposite curb, begin turning 
wheels in opposite direction and stop before 
touching curb. 
f. Back car slowly while sharply turning steering 
wheel to right, and before reaching opposite 
curb, again begin to turn steering wheel to 
left. Stop before touching curb. 
g. Go forward slowly until turn is completed. 
' F'. Lesson 6--Parking the car. 
1. Parking at an angle to curb. 
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a. Laying out the area. 
(1) Stall size - B' X 20'. 
(2) Angle 
- 45° to curb. 
(3) Place a marker at each corner. 
b. Procedure. 
(1) Give correct hand signal on approaching 
stall. 
(2) Put car in position so that a sharp right 
turn will bring it into stall. 
(3) Drive forward slowly, first cutting and then 
straightening the wheels. 
(4) Bring the car to a smooth stop six inches 
from curb. 
(5) Set hand brake. 
2. Parking parallel to curb. 
a. Laying out the area. 
{1) Size of stall - B' x 23' parallel to curb. 
(2) Place markers at each corner. 
b. Procedure. 
Diagram from "We Drivers" Page 31 - Source 11 
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STEP 1 
Drive up in a straight line 
and stop even with an·d 
fairly close to the car in 
front . 
STEP 2 
Turn the wheels sharply 
and back the rear end of 
your car in toward the 
curb. 
STEPJ 
Swing the front wheels so 
as to bring front of car near 
curb . 
STEP 4 
Now pull yourself ahead 
into parking position. 
G. Lesson 7--Driving and parking on grades. 
1. Starting on an upgrade. 
a. Set gear shift in first. 
b. Depress accelerator and at same time slowly re-
lease clutch and hand brake so that car moves 
forward without rolling back. 
2. Driving on grades. 
a. Use a lower gear when driving down grade as 
would be needed to climb the same hill. 
3. Parking on grades. 
a. Car heading downhill. 
(1) Front wheels heading into curb. 
b. Car heading uphill. 
(i) Rear end of front wheels heading into curb. 
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4. Checld.ng the student bef'ore going on with next 
lesson. 
a. Does he park saf'ely on any hill? 
b. Can he turn around on any grade? 
c. Does he shift s:rooothly on grades? 
d. Can he start smoothly without rolling back? 
H. Lesson 8--Driving in traf'f'ic. 
1. ·Driving in light traffic. 
a. Review all rules of the road. 
b. Review Unit III. 
2. Driving in heavier traffic. 
a. Gradually expose the student to all types of 
driving situations. 
b. During rest periods, explain the mistakes. 
3. Check list. 
a. Does student follow other ears at reasonable 
distances? 
b. Does he pexmi t himself' to be overtaken and 
passed? 
c. Does he overtake and pass carefullY? 
d. Are all traffic signs observed? 
e. .Are right and left turns made properly? 
f. Can he park both at an angle and parallel to the 
curb? -: .. 
g. Can he turn around? 
THE S'l'UDENT IS NOW READY FOR HIS LICENSE EXAMINATION. 
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CHAPTER III 
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS USED IN THIS COURSE OF STUDY 
I. Proj acted Aids. 
A. Films (See master list of 57 films following). 
B. Filmstrips (See list of 44 filmstrips). 
c. Pictures for Opaque Projection. 
Page of 
Unit Source Source 
-
1. Carrying the Pack. I 39 7251 
2. Beasts of Burden. I 39 725l. 
3. Dog Team from the Aretic. I 23 218 
4. Animal Travel--Colonial Days. I 35 5 
5· Sledge. I 39 7251 
6. Ox Cart. I 39 7'251 
?. Building Pyramids. I 23 33 
8. Ancient Egyptian Wheel. I 29 2 
9. Ox-Driven Wagon. I 31'1 2 
10. Covered Wagon. I 23 181 
11. Pony "Express Rider. I 37 Cover 
12. Buffalo Bill Cody. I 37 6 
13. Stage Coach. I 35 5 
14. Bower's Accommodation. I 22 2 
15. Bower's Sociable. I 22 3 
16. Horse and Buggy Ride. I 35 16 
17. Cugnot's Tractor. I 29 11 
18. Cugnot' s Steam Tractor. I 32 2 
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Page of 
Unit Source Source 
-19. Evan's Amphibian. I 29 12 
20. Daimler's Carriage. I 32 5 
21. Duryea's First Car. I 32 7 
22. Elwood Haynes' Car. I 32 6 
23. Olds' First Car. I 29 33 
24. Olds' First Factory. I 29 35 
25. 1904 Olds. I 32 8 
26. Ford in First Car. I 32 9 
27. Model-T Ford. I 32 56 
28. Indian Trail. v 39 3402 
29. Plank Road. v 38 141 
)0. Dark Ages of the Road v 38 142 
31. Model-T in Mud. v 38 144 
32. Dirt Road. v 32 41 
33. Roads--Past and Today v 39 6141 
34. Circle Intersection. v 2d 35 
35. Circle Intersection. v 38 152 
)6. Cloverleaf Intersection. v 2d 37 
37. Cloverleaf Intersection. v 38 151 
38. Cloverleaf Intersection. v 32 44 
39. Streamlined Intersection. v 38 149 
[f.O. Elongated Cloverleaf. v 38 155 
41. Future Highway. v 38 161 
42. Diamond Intersection. v 2d 36 
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Page of 
~ Source Source 
43. Congested City Street. v 32 47 
44. Pedestrian Signal. v 32 52 
45. Dark and Daylight. VI 33 Cover 
46. Traffic Scene. VI 2b 46 
D. Diagrams. 
1. Four Stroke Cycle I . & IV 12a 30 
2. Clutch. I & IV 12b 31 
3. Clutch. I & IV 12b 39 
4. Transmission. IV l.2b 51-57 
5. Dif:f"erential. IV 1.2b 47 
6. Ignition System. IV 1.2a 45 
7. Gasoline Gauge. IV 2o 9 
8. Wa tar Gauge. IV 2c 1.0 
9. Oil Pressure . IV 2c 1.1 
10. .Ammeter. IV 2c 12 
11. Speedometer. IV 2c 13 
12. Tire Rotation. IV 12o 36 
13. Cloverleaf Highway. v 2d 38 
14. Islands. v 2d 55 
15. Speed Control. v 2e 39 
16. Intersections. v 2e 40 
17. Intersections. v 2e 41. 
·E. Graphs, charts, and tables. 
1. Auto Growth in the u. s. I 2a ]. 
l~i 8 
~ge or 
~ Source Source 
2. Growth of Horsepower. I 2a 4 
3. Distance Covered in One 
Hour. I 35 3 
4. Crossing Our Country I 35 7 
5. Slider Chart (Stopping) II 1 
6. Braking Distances. II 2a 29 
?. Stopping Distances. II 2a 30 
8. Distances Per Feet. II 17b 4 
9. Rule Violations. III 2b 36 
10. Force of Impact. III 2b 41 
11. Speed on Curves. III 2e 64 
12. - Death After Dark. III 2b 60 
13. Lubrication. IV l.2o 17 
14. Tire Pressure. IV 12c 33 
15. Money for Roads. v 2d 40 
16. The Tax Dollar. v 2d 41 
17. ~aff ic Signal. v 2e 35 
18. ~affic Sign Shapes. III 2d 51 
19. City Pedestrian Toll. VI 2b 47 
20. Rural Pedestrian Toll. VI 2b 48 
21. Fatalities by Age. VI 2b 55 
22. Pedestrian Fatalities. VI 2b 63 
23. TYPes of Accidents. VII 34b 4 
24. Actions of Drivers. VII 34b 6 
25. Actions of Pedestrians. VII 34b 8 
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Page of 
Unit Source Source 
-26. Persons Killed--By Age. VII 34b 10 
27. Persons Injured--By Age. VII 34b 12 
28. Accidents by Age. VII 34b 14 
29. Experience of Drivers. VII 34b 18 
,30. Weather in Accidents. VII 34b 20 
31. Types of Cars in Accidents. VII .34b 22 
32. Direction of Travel. VII 34b 24 
.3 .3. Condition of Cars. VII 34b 26 
.34. Time of Accidents • VII 34b 28 
35. Accidents by Days. VII .34b .30 
F. Comic Strips. 
1. Weary Willie. II lla 7 
2. Betty and Brakes. II lla 8 
3. Showing Off. II 1la 11 
4. Passing on Curves. II. I lla 4 
5. How Speed Affects CUrves. III 1la 9 
6. Proper Turns. III lla .3 
1· Driving at Night. III lla 5 
8. Skidding. III 1la 6 
G. Cartoons. 
1. Intoxicated Driver. II ~6b 25 
2. Gaston P. Galahad. II 36b 5 
,3. :Ether Mcsuture. II 36b 13 
4- Irresponsib·1e Driver. II '36b 19 
5. Rushmore. II 36b 21 
' ( 0 
Page of 
~ Source Source 
6. ~uincy Straightlace. II 36b 29 
7. Homer Hotrod. III 36b 15 
s. Sam Scatback. III 36b 7 
9. Godfrey McGadget. IV 36b 27 
10. Sally Squeezepenny. VI 36b 9 
11. J. P. Bu1boomer. VI 36b 11 
II. Mechanical Aids. 
Unit Purchase Loan 
A. Testing devices. - -
1. Tunnel Vision. II 2, 31 2, 31 
2. Depth Perception. II 2, 31 2, 31 
3· Glareometer. II 2 2 
4. Color Vision. II 2 2 
··~ 5. Reaction Time. II 2 2 
6. Plans for Devices. II 2, 24 
7. Detonators. II 2 
s. Driver Education Clinic. II Source 
- 33 
B. Specimens and 'Models. Unit Source 
-
1. Cylinder and Piston. I & IV 2 
2. Model of Clutch. I & IV 2 
3. Transmission. IV 2 
4. Differential.. IV 2 · 
5. Rear 'End. IV 2 
6. Traffic Boa-rd. III 2 
7. Toy Automobiles. III 
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c. Exhibits. 
1. Early modes of travel. 
2. Early American travel. 
III. Graphic Aids. 
A. Pamphlets. Unit Source 
1. Behind the Wheel. VIII 33 
2. Calling All Drivers. III 21 
3. Driver and Pedestrian Responsibili-
ties. III 2 
4. Driver Training Reduces Accidents 
One Half. VII 2 
5. Federal Aid Priority For Inter-
regional Highways. V 2 
6. Guide for Traffic Safety. VI 2 
7. How Cities Protect Pedestrians. VI 2 
8. How Good Drivers Can Become Better 
Drivers. Ill 17 
9. How to Drive. III 2 
10. How to Get the Family Car More Often. III 17 
11. Motor Vehicle Laws. III 33 
12. New Main .Arteries for a New Era. V 2 
13. Power Primer. IV 1.2 
14. Preventable Accidents. VII 20 
15. Proposed Design Standards for Inter-
regional Highways. V 30 
16. Society's Responsibility .. V 2 
17. Speaking of Pedestrian Protection. VI 2 
18. Spotlight. VI 33 
19. Teen Age Drivers. 
20. The Rules of the Road. 
21. Users · Guide. 
22. We Drivers. 
23. When the Vlheels Revolve. 
-· 
B. Posters . 
. ·.1. Before Crossing--Look Left, Look 
Right. 
2. Cross Only at Corners. 
3. Drive Carefully. 
4. Wait on Curb for Signal. 
5. Hold Umbrella High in Traffic. 
6. Obey Your Safety Patrol. 
7. Keep From Between Parked Cars. 
8. · Look Before Crossing. 
9. Wear vVhite Arter Dark. 
10. Cross Only at Corners. 
11. Watch for Turning Cars • 
12. Be Extra Alert on Rainy Days. 
13. One Rider for Safety. 
14. Play Away From Traffic. 
15. Walk Facing Traffic. 
c. Maps. 
1. Shell road maps. 
2. Texaco road maps. 
Unit Source 
VII 20 
III 17 
IV 12 
III 12 
IV 12 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
v 
v 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
18 
18 
3. .Amoco road maps. 
4. Old Santa Fe Trail. 
D. Automobile ·Insurance Policies. 
"E. Tests. 
1. Siebrecht Attitude Scale 
2. Sportsmanlike Driving Series 
IV. Auditory Aids. 
A. Transcriptions. 
1. The Schools and Highway Safety 
Education. 
2. How to Save Lives and Prevent 
Accidents. 
3. Safety on the Highway. 
Unit 
- v 
v 
I 
AJ.l 
VII 
VII 
VII 
4. Should Insurance Premiums Be Higher 
on Cars Driven by Those Under Twenty-
Source 
18 
39 
4 
2 
31 
31 
31 
one Years of Age? VII 31 
5. Boston's Parking Problem. 
6. A Story for Tough Guys. 
B. Recordings. None found. 
VII 
VII 
31 
8 
83 
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AVAILABLE FILMS FOR 'miS COURSE OF STUDY 
Time in 
No. Name of Film {16 mm. ) Unit Minutes Color B&W Sound Silent Sponsor 
1. A B C of Internal Combustion IV 1.3 X X 11 
-
2. Adventures of the Walkers VI 22 X X 2 
). A Knight Falls III 12 X X 2 
-
4. And Sudden Death II 60 X X 2 
5. Around the Corner IV 10 X X 2 
6. Basic Principles of Lubrication IV 25 :X: X 12 
7. Behind the Wheel VIII 26 :X: X . 12 
s. Between the Lines VI 15 :X: X 2 . 
9. Champions at the Wheel III 16 X X 1 
10. Chance to Lose II 10 X X 2 
11. Current Flashes IV 10 X X 2 
12. Curve Control IV 10 X X 16 
1.3. Development of Transportation I 10 X X 4 
14. Driving Hazards III 15 X X 7 
15. Formations III 9 X X 12 
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AVAILABLl! FILMS FOR THIS COURSE OF STUDY 
Name of Film ( 16 mm. ) rt'lme l.n No. Unit ~utes Color B&W Sound Silent Sponsox 
16. Futurama v 10 X X 12 
17. Guilty VII 40 X X 7 
18. Heedless Hurry--~ndless Worry VI 10 X X 2 
19. Hit and Run Driver VII 20 X X 7 
20. Horizons Unlimited v 17 X X 2 
21. Horse Sense vs. Horse Power I 10 :X: X 2 
22. 1-2-3 Go VI 16 :X: X 2 
23. ·Ignition and Spark Plugs IV 20 X X 5 
24. It!s Up To Us VI 10 X X 2 
25. It's Wanton Murder VII 10 X X 2 
26. Lest We Forget :t 10 X x · 2 
27. Let's Count the Cost VII 16 X X 1 
28. Live and Let Live VII 10 X X 1 
29. Lubrication of the Gasoline Engine IV 13 X X 34 
30. Modes and Motors I 9 X X 12 
31. Night and Bad Wea tb.er Driving III 10 X X 2 
32. No Slips, No Skids, No Terrors III 60 X X 25 
.... 
00 
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AVAILABLE FIW.S FOR THIS COURSE OF STUDY 
Name of Film (16 mm.) 
~ime in 
Sound No. Unit Unutes Color B & W Silent Sponsor 
II 33. Onoe Upoil. a Time VII 10 X X 21 
I 34. Our American Crossroads v 27 X X 13 
I 35. Periodic Checkups I IV 18 X .x 2 
36. Power IV 10 X X 2 
I 37. Safety Tb and From School VI 10 X X 2 I 
I 38. Screw Drivers and Screw Jays III 12 X X 2 II 
II 39. Seeing Green ~.II & IV 10 X X 16 
40. Short Stops II & IV 15 X X 2 I 
I 41. Singing Wheels I 24 X X 33 
I 42. Smooth Starts III 15 X X 2 
I 
I 
I 43. Stepping Pretty VI 1 X X 25 I 
44. Stop iha t Car IV 15 X X 2 
I 45. Story of a Spark Plug IV 22 X X 5 I 
I 46. Street Safety for Advanced Grades VI 16 X X 2 II 
47· Teach Them to Drive I 20 . X X 2 
- 11 
I 48. That They May Live VI:t 10 X X 15 
49. The Other Fellow III 9 X X 12 
50. The Tip-Off III 9 X X 12 I 
I 51. To New Horizons v 24 X X 12 
t- . 
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. AVAILABLE FILMS FOR THIS COURSE OF STUDY 
Time ·in 
No. Name of Film (16 mm. ) Unit Minutes Color B&W Sound Silent Sponsor 
.... , .' 
52. · Unole Jim Tells Them III 20 X X 7 I 
53· We Drivers III 11 X X 12 I I 
54. Wheel Sense III 20 X X 3 I 
55. When You Know VII 10 X X 16 
56. Where Mileage Begins IV 9 X X 12 I 
57. You Bet Your Life v 12 X X 2 I 
I 
l1 ~ 
I 00 
I 
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AVAILABLE FILMSTRIPS FOR THIS COURSE OF srUDY 
Time in Silent 
No. Name of Filmstrip (35 mm.) Unit Minutes Color B&W Sound Frames Sponsoi 
America's Fatal Streets 
< 15 1. III X X 24 
2. Are Your Feet Killing You VI 20 X X 24 
3. Chassis Electrical Systems IV X 42 16 
4-. Completing .T.ransmission of Power IV X 38 16 
5. Current and Voltage Regulation IV X 103 16 
6. Death Takes No Holiday I 20 X X 24 
7. Defensive Driving III 20 X X 7 
8. Destination Death II 15 X X 40 
9. Electricity and the Storage Battery I)IV X 95 16 
10. 
" " " 
It 
" (l I)IV X 68 16 
11. Engine Lubricating Systems IV X 63 16 
12. Engines, Rails, and Roads I X 55 28 
13. Fuel Feed Systems IV X 56 16 
14. Heedless Hurry--Endless Worry III 10 X X 2 
15. Hydraulic Brakes IV X 62 16 
16. If It Happens VII X X 7 
-·· 
17. Inertia III X X 2 
-
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AVAILABLE FIIJ\1STRIP FOR THIS COURSE OF STUDY 
Ti.ma .in Silent 
No. Name of Filmstrip (35 mm.) Unit SecondS Color B&W Sound Frames Sponsor 
18. Life Savers of the Highway VII 20 X X 15 
19. Mary Jones Goes to Court VII 20 X X 25 
:· 29 ,. . Mechanical Linkage IV X 53 16 
21. Multiple Cylinder Engines IV X 48 16 
22. Night Driving III 15 X X 16 
23. No Use Skidding III 20 X X 25 
24. On Record VII 20 X X 25 
25. Planned Highway Safety v 15 X X 9 
26. Power Brakes IV X 86 16 
27. Rear Axles IV X 47 . 16 
;. 
28. Safety in Transportation II X 54 28 
29. Signs of Life v 15 X X 25 
30. Stop, Look, and Live VI 15 X X 2 
31. The Carburetor IV X 146 16 
.32. The Clutch IV X 55 . 16 
33. The Cooling System IV X 7.3 16 
.34. Th.e Differential IV X .39 16 
.35. The Foul Strokr Cyct~ Int!1nal Combust on En~ ne Part IV X L.2 16 
1-W 
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AVAILABLE FILMSTRIPS FOR THIS COURSE OF STUDY 
Time in Silent 
. No. Name of Filmstrip (35 mm.) Unit Minutes Color B&W Sound Frames Sponsor 
I 
36. The Four Stroke Cycle Internal Combustion Engine (Part II) IV :X: 71 16 
37. The Genera tor IV X 108 16 
38. The Ignition System IV :X: 70 16 
39. The Starting Motor IV X 87 16 
40. The Transmission IV X 60 16 
41. Traffic Jam .Ahead v 30 X :X: 2 
42. Triangle of Safety v 15 X X 2 
43· You Bet Your Life III 25 X X 2 
44. Whe e1s , .Animals , and Men I X 49 28 
1-!Jo ~ 
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SOURCES OF .ALL THE AIDS USED IN THIS PAPER 
~ · · ·• · · -------
1. Aetna Life Insurance Company 
Safety Education Department 
Hartford 15, Conneoticu t 
2. American Automobile Association 
Traffic Engineering and Safety Department 
Mills Building 
Washington 6, D. 0. 
a. Driver, The 
b. Driver and Pedestrian Responsibilities 
c. How to Drive. 
d. Society's Responsibilities 
e. Sound Driving Practices 
3. Association Films 
YMCA Motion Picture Bureau 
347 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 
4. Center for Safety Education 
New York University 
New York, New York 
5. Champion Spark Plug Company 
Toledo 1, Ohio 
6. Civil Aeronautics Administration 
Audio-Visual Training Aids Staff 
Commerce Building 
Washington 25, D. c. 
7. Employ.ers Mutual Liability Insurance Company 
Wausau, Wise ons in 
8. Federal Radio Education Committee 
Office of Education 
Washington 25, D. c. 
9. Federal Works Agency 
Public Roads Administration 
Washington 2 5 , D. c. 
10. Films Incorporated 
)00 West 42nd Street 
New York, New York 
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11. Ford Motor Company 
Dearborn, Michigan 
a. · How to be an Expert Driver 
12. General Motors Corporation 
Educational Service 
Detro! t 2, Michigan 
a. A Power Primer 
b. Power GOes to Work 
c. Users~--
13. Gutlohn Inc., Walter 0. 
35 West 45th Street 
New York, New York 
14. Kuchuk, H. M. 
Rufus King High School 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
15. International Association of Police Chiefs 
Traffic Division 
1704 Judson Avenue 
Evanston, Illinois 
16. Jam Handy Organization 
29 "East Grand Boulevard 
Detroit 11, Michigan 
17. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 
Boston, Massachusetts 
a. How to Get the Family Car More Often 
b. RUI"esor-thelfoad - -
=;;;;;..;;;..;;;.. __ --
18. Local Gasoline Station 
19. Local Junk Yard 
20. Lumbermans' Mutual Casualty Company 
Mutual Insurance Building 
21. 
22. 
23. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Metropolitan Insurance Company 
1 Madison Avenue 
New York 10, New York 
Miller, John A. , Fares Please, D. Appleton-
Century Company, New York, 1941. 
Mullen, Charles G., How 'Ihe.f Carried the Goods, 
Junior Literary Guil~ew ork, 1932;--
24. National Conservation Bureau 
· 60 John Street 
New York 17, New York 
25. Nationa l Safety Council 
20 Waclker Drive 
Chicago 6, Illinois 
26. North Dakota Highway Patrols 
Bismark, North Dakota 
27. Northwestern University 
Traffic Institute 
Evanston, Illinois 
28. Popular Science Publishing Company, Inc. 
Audio-Visual Division 
353 Fourth Avenue 
New York 10, New York 
29. Pound, Arthur, Transportation Progress, 
General Motors, Detroit, Michigan, 1940. 
30. Public Roads Administration 
Washington, D. C. 
31. Radio-Audio-Visual Aids Section 
Department of Education 
32. 
36. 
200 Newbury Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Reek, Franklin, M., Automobiles from Start 
to Finish, Thomas Y. Crowell, N'eW'YOrk, 1935 
Registry of MOtor Vehicles 
100 Nashua Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Shell Oil Company 
50 West 50th Street 
New York 21, New York 
Transportation, Building America, E. M. Hale 
and Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Travelers Insurance Company 
Hartford, Connecticut 
a. Making Par with Your Car 
b. The Humall"'Race - --
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37. 
38. 
Union Paoifio System, The Romanoe of the 
~ E~ress, The Aoorn Press, Omaha,-
Ne'bi"as a. 
Whitney, Albert W., Mali and the Motor Car, 
Association of Casuai'tY and Surety Companies, 
New York, New York, 1947 
. .39... World Book Enoyolopedia, The Q.uarry Corp., 
Chicago, IllinOis, l938 
40. Zurick Insurance Company 
135 South ·LaSalle Street 
Chicago 3, Illinois 
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